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CBWfTonee Harbert

An invitation to the dance
With a little nudge you might be tempted
to think you'd been beamed back to the
You open the door on a long wood-floored heyday of dance hall mania. And you'd not
room. The walls are pink. A stretch of mirrors be too far wrong. But this is now and this is
Congress Street and the people you see glidbroadens the effect. The slow seductive
ing across the boards are not your grandparsounds of ''Moon River" surround you. As
you close the door behind you, the music
ents.
The people, in fact, are the surprise.
swings into "Boogie Woogie Bugle Boy" and
For many of us, ballroom dancing conjures
the couples swing with it. Mood and moveup images of what we might call"old fogies."
ment do a smooth segue from waltz to jazzy
We think of being prodded at a cousin's bar
jitterbug.

By Brenda Chandler

NEW WORDS,
OLD PROBLEMS
By Kelly Nelson

There were 899 sexual assaults reported to Maine
rape crisis centers during the 1989 statistic year,
which runs from July to June. From those alleged
assaults, there were 44 arrests, and only 21 convictions.
The Maine Coalition on Rape spent most of last
year lobbying for changes in sexual assault laws. As
a result, the word rape no longerappearsin the Maine
state laws. All unwanted sexual acts are now called
gross sexual assaults.
But those and other legal changes have only trickled into the courtroom, and have yet to rain on the
streets.
Continued on page 7

mitzvah to escort a battle-ax aunt onto the
floor. We think (oh, agony!) of being approached by a rum-sodden uncle at some
humid wedding and of shuffling our feet to
the wheeze of an accordion. We think mostly
of old folk doiI\g their own slow thing under
the chandeliers.
We should ftlink again.

Continued on page 8
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THE CUTTING EDGE

week of 3191!10
146 Ocean St., South Portland .
Tel. 799-SAVE

Living Tapestries:
Elder Images and Style (1/2 hr.)
In Ihe Gallery:
Dueling Artists (1/2 hr.)
Our Changing Region:
Guest: Jane Amero (R) (112 hr.)
Sebago Magazine:
Irish Archetect who bui~ French
Churches (R) (1 hr.)
Health Views:
Living with Your Teenager (R) (1 hr.)
Mass Irom Holy Martyrs - Sun. al
9:00 a.m.

Uscd & Out-of-Print Books
Wc buy hooks, too.

Tue. to Fri. 11-5, Sat. 12-4
Other times by chance ...

Programs premiere Fri. 7-10pm,
and are repeated Sal. - Mon.
1-4 &7-10pm and Tues., Wed.,
&Thurs. gam-noon.

100% Cotton. Button Cuffs
$28.00

Stop in for a few minutes,
or browse for hours.
Eniov!

10 Exchange St• • Portland, ME
.772-4080.

Cable Channel3? in Portland, So. Portland, Cape Elizabeth, Falmouth, & Scarh. Channel varies in Gorham.

Casco Bay Weekly is an instrument
of community understanding.

Recently I was one of the subjects of a story you ran,"Classified
Romance" (CBW 2.7.90) and several weeks later the subject of a
scathingletterbyCynthiaAlbertofPortland(CBW 3.1.9O)objecting
to my views on the subject of personal ads. I would like to resopond
to Cynthia by saying that I did indeed make all those statements
attributed to me but over the course of the interview I also said a lot
more things that would have put me in a more favorable light. To
brand me as "sexist, shallow, callous, and not too bright" without
even talking to me is the same type of reasoning process that those
who place personals have to use when all they have is a letter or a
voice on the phone to go by.
And that's what happens when only the salient parts of a
conversation are presented and not the whole story.

"Angered, surprised and apalled"
I was angered, surprised and apalled that a "progressive" paper
with "principles" such as CBW would put itself in a hypocritical
poSition by publishing the "Startling Confessions" ad for men. I
would like to propose that you publish an article on the exploitation
of women in our society.

20 Mo2fE
7(
LOW PRICES
- Offer available through April 7, 1990-

Sale appbes to 3!11" ~Ints hom 35mm. DIsc, no & 126 color ~ only and ro 5. 7 and axlO enl¥gements
from cotor negatr~s Of slides. Cann<X be combined WIth any oth~ sa~ offer

FREE FILM pIus FREE 2nd SET of PRINTS
Everyday of
the Week with..
71 us. Route I
Scarborough, Me
883-7363

WBIG DEALI

~

•

Convenient Hours
Mon-Fr; 7:3~
Saturday 9:()()'1

TRUST THE PROS
AT BPS PHOTO
EXPRESSI

WE'VE
GOT

JAZZ.
AMADEUS
MUSIC , .
uncommon records
tapes & C.D.'s

'

In the Old Port - 332 Fore Street
Portland - 772-8416
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responsible 'frJr fasftol'l1 5Jrr>PtaY/ re:fortttr. Oo."i yov?

Brenda A. Miller
Portland

More "Room at the Top"
Please do a little more research on your movie trivia. Simone
Signoret does not play the boss's deaughterin "Room at the Top" she is, however, seduced by Laurence Harvey. The story is one of a
love triangle - Mr. Harvey falls for Simone Signoret (married) but
he also seduces the boss's daughter, gets her pregnant, thus having
to marry her. Meanwhile Ms. Signoret finds out about all this
hoopla, gets progressively drunk and depressed then loses control
of her car and dies. The price Mr. Harvey pays to get his room at the
top. Maybe you can find out who the boss's daughter is played by.

~J~
Johanna Moore
Portland

10,000 free plastic bricks
Congratulations on your "Down the Drain" cover story (CBW
3.1.90): it does a great job of reminding all of us that the solutions to
many of our environmental problems are in our own hands. While
significant water savings can be realized by adding a displacement
device to your toilet tank, we caution your readers to consider
something other than a brick. Many bricks, especially the old ones
common to the Portland area, tend to break up after long exposure
to water, sometimes clogging and otherwise damaging toilet mechanisms.
For Earth Day 1990, Friends of Casco Bay, the Gulf of Maine
Aquarium and the City of Portland plan to distribute 10,000 plastic
containers to be placed in toilettanks. If your readers can't wait until
April 16 to start saving water, they should locate a plastic container
that fits under the toilet float without obstructing the drain, soak off
any paper labels,add water and stones or nuts and bolts to make the
container sink, and place it in the bottom of the toilet tank under the
float.
The containers we plan to use each displace one quart of water
per flush. The aggregate savings for 10,000 containers will total
approximately 7.3 million gallons of water per year. Stay tuned for
where you can pick up your free toilet tank water saver.
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Think
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Morning
Radio
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COME CELEBRATE WITH US AT
PLACE AFREE
TALKING PERSONAL N)
TO APPEAR IN THE

WEDNESDAY,
MARCH 14

MARCH22ND

CASCO BAY WEEKLY

9PM'TIL
MIDNIGHT

REGISTER TO WIN
T/CKETSTO

... SHAWNEE PEAK ...

425 FORE STREET
OLD PORT

... THE MOVIES ...

THE MOON
L

W

... PORTlAND STAGE

B

COMPANY ...

FINE HOMES

fP~:rillw~mMa~fJ.{E~ Jim

Crocker
and Bruce Campbell are Port-

land's favorite morning radio team.
Why? Because they put a grown-up
perspective on the events and issues
of the day. And because their supporting cast includes Maine's best
radio news staff, award-winning
sportscasts, the most accura te
weather forecasts, the country'S only
Australian astrological prognosticator and a guest list that reads like a
'Who's Who in Maine." Try us for a
month-we're sure it will change the
way you start your day!

FROM $37,750*
-Capes -Colonials -Ranches -Split Levels
Or custom your own plans
2x6 Construction, HW Baseboard Heat, Thermal Pane Windows, WN/ Carpet

MAINE
TRADITIONS, INC.

Portland's NewsfTalk Station

"The Tradition of Home Ownership at an Unordinary Price"

646-2902
Call for our free brochure • Out of lown 1·800·244·2902
RDute One, Wells, Maine
"Base price: ref~s price of home excluding 101100 foundation. Price ~ubject to ctJange
without nota. Options shown may not be Included In pnce.

Mogul Media, Inc. publishes
Casco Bay Weekly. Entire contents
e 1990 by Mogul Media, Inc.
Casco Bay Weekly
187 Clarte Street
Portland, ME 04102
2077756601

AfCJY\
Alan D. Lishness
Gulf of Maine Aquarium
VIEWS are opinions. Your views are here, and sometimes ours. P~ be brief
when you write, and pletlse include a phone number (which will not be
published) so that we aan verify your letter. Mml to: VIEWS, Casco Bay
Weekly, 187 Clark St., Portland, ME . 04102.

'.

Casco Bay Weekly is a member
of the Association of Alternntive
Newsweeklies
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NEW WORK

Greyhound strike stalls service

GTE in hot water with Standish environmental group

. Greyhound bus service workers are striking nationally for
higher wages and Mainers can't catch a Greyhound anywhere.
Union workers rolled out of Greyhound after their $206 milli~n~ three-year contract demand was met with an offer of only $63
milhon. More than 9,000 workers- most of them bus drivers-left
the company on Mar. L
On Mar. 2, only 20 percent of Greyhound's employees came to
work; by Mar. 5, Greyhound had 33 percent of a work force said
Kevin Frye, a spokesperson for Greyhound at corporate headquarters in Dallas. "At the end of March, the strike becomes
irrelevant," Frye said, adding that Greyhound has received more
than 60,000 applications for the strikers' positions and is hiring
"permanent replacement" workers to fill all vacancies.
"Labor has the right to picket," said Frye, "as does Greyhound
have the right to keep doing business." Frye said that Greyhound
drivers earn an average of $24,743 a year, and that the latest offer
included a 6.9 percent wage increase. "We pay more than Peter
Pan," he said.

LARRY HAYDEN
AND

DEAN NIMMER

MARCH 9 - APRIL 16. 1990

Opening Reception
Friday. March 9. 5-8 pm

STOP says GTE lagoon taints water
Neighbors of a Standish lagoon where a GTE
Sylvania Corp. plant pumped toxic waste water
from 1968 to 1982 say GTE's plan to clean up the
site doesn't hold water.
According to Standish Townspeople Opposed
to Pollution (STOP), a group formed in 1989,
pollutants from GTE's site have spread to nearby
wells and could taint the source of Portland's
drinking water, Sebago Lake, which is only a half
mile from the site. GTE wants to put a cap over the
former lagoon to keep rain and snow from contacting the residual sludge and spreading around
the chemicals it contains - a process called "leaching." But the STOP group says that the chemicals
will spread with or without the cap. They want
GTE to scoop the sludge out of the site and truck
it to a hazardous waste facility.
The lagoon held an estimated 42,000 gallons of
wastewater containing hydrochloric, sulfuric and
other acids before it was closed in compliance
with Maine Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) regulations in 1982. But in 1987,
when more stringent federal environmental laws
passed, the DEP told GTE to devise a new plan to
keep toxic contaminants in the sediment from
spreading.
According to John Diessenbacher-Krall of
STOP, traces of contaminants from the GTE plant
have been found in the wells of eight homes near
the site. STOP believes the toxins were spread
through groundwater, and that they will continue to spread if the toxic sludge is not removed.

Angie's liquor license in limbo
The Portland City Council decided it wouldn't renew a Commercial Street bar's liquor license, but the state liquor commission
over~l~ that decision. Now the city is taking the state liquor
corrurusslOn to Cumberland County Superior Court in an attempt
to win an appeal and make Angie's dry once and for all.
The council voted 5-4 in December not to renew the license,
citing police responding to 15 calls between last April and October, ca.t~ing minors drinking there three times. But the liquor
corrurussIOn recently voted 3-1 to allow Angie's to renew, concluding that Angie's record in its eight years was O.K., and that
management was refOrming.
City Attorney David Lourie said that he already has filed an
appeal to the decision. Angie's is allowed to stay open during the
appeal process, which could last up to three months. Lourie said
that the city may request a stay, which would take away Angie's
pending permit during the appeal process. The city would bear
the burden of proving that Angie's serving drinks poses "immediate and irreparable harm" to the community, Lourie said.

Tomorrow's Antiques

you are invited to visit our new gallery of fine art
now featuring works by
Orlando DeAvila
Abby Huntoon
Cind[ MacKay
Lois eonard Stock
and others

ANTIQUARIANS

open M-F, 9·5 Sar. 10-4

137-141 MIDDLE ST.
PORTLAND, ME 04101

EO. BAILEY

Tanker spills gas in Casco Bay
On the night of Feb. 28,a tanker spilled an estimatedBOOgallons
of gasoline in Casco Bay. Endurance, a tanker from Singapore
with a malfunctioning valve, pumped the gasoline into the Fore
River, according to Lt. Scott Kuhaneck of the Coast Guard. About
300-350 gallons of the gas was recovered by Clean Harbors of
Maine Inc., Kuhaneck said. The vessel was required to put up a
surety bond of $15,000 to cover the costs of the clean upand faces
a maximum civil penalty of up to $5,000.

TEL. (207) 774-1479

Water conservationists sign on
The South Portlander taking on the Portland Water District
(PWD) over water conservation issues got the 1,000 ratepayers'
sIgnatures he needed to halt a scheduled PWD rate increase, an
increase Usinger thinks the PWD shouldn't get until it helps
customers wade through water conservation alternatives. Now
the Maine Public Utilities Commission (PUC) will conduct a
formal review of the rate change.

Seabrook license approved
On March 1, the Federal Nuclear Regulatory Commission
the Seabrook nuclear power plant in New Hampshire a license to operate. The plant, which for 17 years has
~trugg~~ against spiralling construction cost overruns, protest109 actlVlsts and the bankruptcy of its parent company, could be
generating power by March 15.
. But a~ti~n~cle.ar ~cti~iSts w~o have protested the plant openmgaren tglYmgm. 'We llcontmueourtacticsof non-violent civil
disobedience," said Sam Miller of Clamshell Alliance, a New
Hampshire group that galvanized to oppose the plant 13 years
ago. Massachusetts Attorney General James M. Shannon has
announced that he will file a stay that could keep the plant from
running. "There's still a good chance for democracy to prevail,"
Miller said, "I think we have a pretty good chance of stopping it."
(~C) ~anted

SPECIALTY SIIOP FOR WOMEN
185 PARK ROW
BRUNSWICK. MAINE
"AROUND TIIf. CORNf.R FROM [JOWDOIN
COLLEGE. ACROSS FROM Tllf.
[JIG GRf.Y eIlURC"..
STORE HOURS 9:30-5:30

Photo credit: Susan Mills

II

The Casco Bay Country Store is happy to present
to you our mother of the bride collection and our
unique array of cocktail dresses.
Our model is Heather MacRae Johnson, our
daughter-in-law, lVearing a silk two piece UMI by
Anna Crimmins. This dress comes in rose, pink and
teal.
Our ladies are trained to help you with your
smallest problem. We arc now showing cruise and
spring wear and a good selection of spring suitsvcry nice interview suits.
Come let us pamper you.

WEIRD NEWS:

•
David Ashley, charged with raising poultry without a permit,

appeared in court in Seneca Falls, N.Y., with a rooster tucked
under his arm. When village Justice Gordon Tetor ordered the
bird removed, Ashley told the judge the bird was his attorney. He
explained it "was the only legal counsel I could afford."
Roland Sweet/A/lerNet

I

The cap flap
"We want it out. We want it gone. We don't
want to thinkabout it anymore," said Debbie Pion
of STOP. Proposals that fall short of removing the
sludge are watered-down solutions, as far as Pion
or other members of STOP are concerned.
Diessenbacher-Krall said the cap - layers of
clay, a synthetic liner and soil - would "prevent
percolation through the top" but wouldn't prevent underground water from contacting the sides
and the bottom of the lagoon. The water table near
the plant is so high that it contacts the basin of the
lagoon several times each year, DiessenbacherKrall said.
LoweringthatwatertableisGTE'slatestscheme

to make the cap plan work. GTE wants to instal1
an underground drain system that would lower
the water table and divert the water from the site.
Diessenbacher-Krall is unconvinced that the
scheme would adequately divert the water, that it
could work on more than a "temporary basis," or
that the underground system wouldn't clog up
and be useless.
"They're trying to resolve it the least expensive
way possible," said Pion, "if sludge removal was
a cheaper method, then GTE would go ahead with
it."
But Bruce Atkinson, General Manager of the
GTE plant, said that GTE will do the right thing at
any cost. "We will do whatever is prudent and
necessary to solve the contamination problem,"
Atkinson said.

Testing the water
GTE is providing bottled water to two of the
eight homes thathave shown risky levelsofchemicals in their wells. Smith of GTE stressed that GTE
is still unconvinced that it is the source of the
contamination. He called the free water a "goodneighbor policy."
In 1989, GTE installed 10 monitoring wells near
the lagoon to test the ground water quality. Pion
said that in June of 1989, one GTE well showed
unsafe levels of contamination by tetrachloroethylene, a cancer-causing toxin used as a degreaser
and solvent in the plant.
And while the bottled water makes for safer
drinking and cooking. the greatest health risks of
contaminated water may be in the shower. Ina 15minute shower a person can absorb as many
toxins as would be ingested drinkingeightglasses
of the same polluted water.
At a public hearing before the DEP on Feb. 27,
GTE and STOP both made their cases about the
lagoon. The DEP will accept public comment
until March 29, and may hold another public
hearing. In May the DEP will tell GTE what it has
to do. Even if GTE is ordered to remove the
sludge, it may still be required to cap the lagoon.
The sludge would have to be trucked to a
licensed hazardous waste facility. There are no
such facilities in Maine.
Andy Newman

Fish dealers angered by Exchange
Twenty six local fish dealers and fish proces- Frappier said that the exchange's are in effect the
sors presented the Portland Fish Pier Authority only "real" prices in Portland's fish game, as they
with a petition complaining that the Portland Fish represent "what a willing buyer will pay to a
willing seller."
Exchange has been poaching their business.
Contract unloading, where several boats have
The petitioners, who on Feb. 27 won a small
sold
directly to buyers through the exchange
victory when the Fish Exchange Authority Board
without
going through the auction, underscores
agreed not to sell lobster bait, are concerned with
the
tension.
Sam Davidson, president of the Fish
other practices of the fish exchange including
contract unloading. The petitioners hope to forge Exchange board, said the contract unloading was
permanent guidelines to limit the scope of the "done on an incidental basis for short periods of
time." But the petitioners see the unloadil)g as
exchange's functions.
'The exchange should function as a display another example of the exchange casting its line
auction," .said Jack Devenew, co-owner of Port- into their private fishing spot.
"It's part of fundamental philosophical quesland Bait and Lobster. "If they can't sell something at auction, they should refuse it and let it go tion," said Devenew, "as to whether these activities should be handled by the public sector."
to the private sector."
The petition, now on its way to the fish ex"As private businesses we cannot compete with
city-subsidized business," added John Brown of change's board of directors, demands an audit of
Portland Seafood Marketing Inc., "The exchange the exchange'S financial records, and independhas created fictitious prices and will eventually ent investigation conflict of interest among policy
and rule makers at the exchange, and, finally, a
ruin the Portland lobster industry."
But Dennis Frappier, General Manager of the complete and independent review of policies and
Fish Exchange, said that the only context in which rules of the exchange to determine which activithe exchange is subsidized is that the "city put the ties are detrimental to the health of a working
building there." Rather than being "fictitious," waterfront.
Peter Webber

~ ~~C!dinoaurvsiea
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ScandinaVIan DeSigns!
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343 Forest Ave. • Portlan

DOXEY
BOOKCASES

$79~

$44
T

30X30X12

also available
16" deep

30X72X12

also available
16' deep

Rugged, easy to assemble storage units available in
2 sizes and 3 finishes. Take the basic bookcase add
glass or wood doors, or drop lid to create a beautiful
wall unit. Choose from teak, oak or white.
Hours: Mon. - Fri. 10-8, Sat. 10 - 6, Sun. 12 - 6

~~~~g~8~~~
343 Forest Ave. • Portland, Maine • (207)773-4715
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NEW WORDS,
OLD PROBLEMS

REEN MOUNTAIN

"Everything we ate was so delicious ... ecstasy'"

C"FFEE

Taste and Tell
Maine Sunday Telegram. 2/25/90

OASTERS

***1/2

Black Tie.

Continued from front page
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Dai~ Entrees & Soup Specials

M.t .hI4IM@em

M-F I 0-6 • SAT 8-2
870 Broadway· S. Portland

APARTMENT

ZERO
is a
raw-nerved,
unblinking tale
of two very
different men
both caught in
an Intricate
web of deceit,
perversion and
murder.

Barbara Loewenberg-Irlandy, M.A.
•
•
•
•
•

Reality Therapy Counselor
Individual, family & group therapy
Issues of personal growth, depression & addiction
Consultant for individuals with special needs
Private reading instruction - children & adults

BLACK COFFEE DESIGN

LAS E R
CARTRIDGE
RECYCLING

GRAPHICS. PUBLICATIONS •

STAINED GLASS

....A...ACADEM),
1\, .. " ., ...... ,...

SKOUIV\S
rl~

c..__....... Il.t-.m;. . .

'(\JIDE6PORTV

Consulting A Training'" Programming

WO~qn~~~773-1999

Peter DeCrescenzo
774-1682

, One Great Beer

Deserves Another.
Quality. thats always been the
trademark of Busch.Beer. And now,

that quality continues with new

Think
of it as
Radio
that
listens
to you.

Busch.Ughl

Together. this family of an
natural beers gives you the fifth
ta~1 setling

oc-er in Amelica, and

new cold-filtered Busch Light
for Americas fast growing

light beer marne!.
New Busch Light is the

petied addition to an already

station in Portland offers you
thevarietyof talk programs available
on WGAN. From 9:05am to 4pm and
7:05pm to 5:30am weekdays and
around the clock on the weekends,
we explore everything from where to
plant an herb garden to where to invest for retirement. And throughout
the day, the WGAN news team breaks
the stories that become the next day's
headlines. Want the best news and
information? There'sonlyonechoice.
But you probably know that already.

strong rdmily of Anheuser-

Busch prnduct<;.
Make room for Busch

and now new Busch Light

Because one great beer
deserves another:

Portland's NewsfTalk Station

automatically meant they had consented to it.
"If they don't know they can say 'No' than
'Yes' is irrelevant," says Ricker of the mentally
disabled population who are taught to do what
they are told.
'1f someone commits an act of violence and
does it sexually that's the crime. It's not how
does the person understand it," says Rep.
Patrick Paradis of Augusta, who sponsored the
bill.

'1t's not a political statement," says Marty
McIntyre of the Maine Coalition on Rape.
"Rape is more than just sexual intercourse."
Peg Ricker, former legislative chair of the
Therapists and clients
Maine Coalition on Rape, says that other states
It is now illegal for a mental health therapist
have been removing the word rape from their
to have sex with a client.
laws, too.
Having sex with clients is considered
Previously, sexual assault laws followed the unethical within the standards of profeSSional
dictionary definition of rape: the act of physiconduct but it happens anyway. The term
cally forcing a woman to have vaginal inter"Friday night termination" refers to the client
course. That meant a man could not legally be
who quits therapy on Friday, has sex with the
raped and that anal, oral or object penetration
therapist over the weekend, and rejoins on
was not considered rape.
Monday. Now sex between therapist and client
The amended laws have struck out "sexual
is against the law.
intercourse" replacing it with "sexual act."
''You can't have free and knowledgeable
"He" has been replaced by "the actor."
consent when you're in that type of therapeutic
At first there was
relationship," says
some hesitancy about
Ricker.
deleting the word rape
The Coalition was
from the books because
unsuccessful in trying to
it has a greater impact
expand this law to other
than the more cumberprofessional groups
some gross sexual
such as doctors and
assault. "Rape is a very
clergy. "People don't
powerful word. It's a
like to think about that,"
word people don't want
comments Ricker.
to say," says Susan Cole,
'1 don't think it
director of the Portland
should be limited to
Rape Crisis Center. '1t's
mental health professtill the operative word."
sionals," states Andy
The Maine Coalition
Loman, executive
on Rape, which was
director of the Maine
formed in the early '80s,
chapter of the National
encompasses 10 stateAssociation of Social
wide rape crisis centers
CB W illustration/Tol<i Oshima Workers, a group that
as well as other conprovided testimony and
cerned agencies and individuals. Part of their
support for this law. "Anybody who is in a
work is to try to change the laws to "more
power relationship, one who has coercive
accurately reflect what we know is happenpower over another human being. That could
ing," says Mclntyre.
mean a probation officer, a substance abuse
The Coalition's first legislative initiative was counselor, a massage therapist," says Loman.
to remove the spousal exemption from the rape This is a new law and Mcintyre explains that
laws. Prior to 1985, forcing an unwilling person the legislature wanted to start conservatively
to have sex was not considered rape if the two
and would consider including other profespeople involved were married to each other.
sionals in the future.
Now, a raped spouse can file criminal charges.
In 1987 the Coalition made a change regardWords and deeds
ing date rape. Prior to this, if a woman agreed
to go on a date with a man and he raped her it
But these changing words have yet to take
was a lesser crime than if she had been raped
effect in the courtroom.
by a total stranger. (Of the 1,789 sexual assaults
'1 don't think it has made that many
reported in Maine during the last two statistic
changes. It's not any easier that it was," says
years, only 11 percent were stranger rapes.)
Cumberland County Assistant District AttorNow, regardless of being a voluntary social
ney Meg Elam. She says difficulties inherent to
companion or stranger, it's the same class of
sexual assaults are finding victims willing to
crime.
undertake the long criminal process and
"We began to feel like we were only chipovercoming the prejudices of the jurors. 'The
ping away at pieces of the law," says Mcintyre. nature of the cases has remained the same, it's
So in the summer of 1988, the Coalition
the wording of the offenses that has changed
decided to tackle a bigger chunk of the laws.
more than anything," she says.
Ricker says the Coalition got about 75 percent
EIam says the answers lay outside of the
of the changes they went after.
courtroom. "I don't think changes in statutes
Those changes, which finally made their
will go too far in remedying social attitudes."
way into the law books in September 1989,
She says jurors, defendants, defense attorneys,
changed the wording used in the statutes and
judges and prosecutors carry with them attibolstered the laws in relationships where there
tudes that can negatively affect the outcome of
is trust, dependency and an unequal distribusexual assault cases. Elam is hopeful though
tion of power. '1f there is an imbalance of
that the laws might in some ways affect social
power there is no real consent," says Ricker.
attitudes and hopes that these changes will
The changes include:
encourage more victims to report sexual
assaults and press criminal charges.
. Parents and teens
Cole agrees that more needs to be done
It used to be that a man convicted of sexubefore rape gets to the courthouse. "Usually
ally assaulting his 15-year-{)ld child would get
we're just responding to what's already
the same punishment as if he had been caught
happened," she says. With only two full-time
people and a budget of less than $90,000, the
driving after his license had been suspended.
Portland Rape Crisis Center covers two
There was a gap in the child protection laws:
counties and handled 1,400 hotline calls last
14 is the age of consent and 18 means legal
adult, so the 14- to 17-year-{)ld population was
year.
.left in limbo. "The law said to people in that
'1t's a constant evolution of trying to get the
laws and service providers to shape their
age group that assault against you isn't as
reality to what happens to someone who has
serious as against another age group," says
been assaulted," says Cole. The evolutionary
Cole.
process is perhaps even slower yet more
Now if a parent or guardian sexually
assaults a 14- to 17-year-{)ld it's a class C felony critical outside of the courtroom. "We really
instead of a misdemeanor.
have so far to go with understanding what
rape is about," says Cole.
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92 Exchange Street
Portland, Maine 04101
Phone 77-WCOS
Open 7 Days a week

RAW 5 A R & G R ILL
Join our Brunch Club and get a

FREE BRUNCH
Buy four and get the fifth one FREE!
Sundays from I I a.m . - 4 p.m.
Oub rules each brunch must be $3 95 minimum food purchase.
Free brunch up to $9 .95 value excluding drinks, tilx and tip
Ask server for Membership card .

164 Middle Street. Portland • 773-3760

Take out also available

Sunday - Thursday 4 pm - 12 pm
Friday & Saturday 4 pm - 1 am
46 Veranda St. Portland

77.4-2222
"ivana
deal•••"
save 20%
on any (or aU, dahling!)
of our vintage and
contemporary jewels,
slt<rling silver, watches
and gifts. now through
march 21.

Mentally disabled

Another great beer distributed by: National Distributors, Inc., South Portland, ME 04106

Simply understanding what physically
happened used to constitute consent when a
mentally disabled person was raped. If the
defense could prove that the mentally disabled
victim understood what sex was then that

Kelly Nelsen is a frequent CB W contributor.

The Rape Crisis Hotline Is 774-3613

7

conceits

7 moulton street, in the old port 761.4681
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AN INVITATION
TO THE DANCE

How To Trim
Your Budget
Without Cutting
The Essentials

Continued from front page

Monkfish Mussel Ragout
Served with a small salad and
saffron brown rice or
toasted red potatoes.

One of ten new entrees under $10
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58 Pine Street 773-8223

After

Day... Just The Thing

ATTITUDE
ADJUSTMENT HOUR

*

ALL YOU CAN EAT!

MONDAY
Baked Ham & Beans

*
WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

Make Your Own
Tortillas

Roast Turkey
with Cranberry Sauce

FRIDAY
Five Foot Italian Sandwich
;~::)~[\%f:T}~:::::

Don't forget Thursday is Ladies NightS'?,;}
No Cover Charge • Dress Code Stricdy
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A great night club.
A perfect dance place.
In the Portland Regency.

20 Milk Street, Portland
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A Mexican Restaurant
&
Watering Hole
Union Station Plaza
fabulous food • Marflaritas
from south of the border
from out M this world
orEN 1 DAYS 4 rM - Happy Hour Mon. to Fri.
242 St. John St., Union Sta. rortland 814-6444
• Tlo Juan's CONCORD, NH • Margarita's ORONO. ME

Saturday nights draw a crowd at Maine
Ballroom Dance on Congress Street. From nine
to midnight the music is continuous and the
focus is on dancing (booze and smoking
prohibited). The crowd is as motley as one
could find. A few go twirling by in ankle-length
gowns, but many, men and women both, are in
jeans. Some of the women choose high heels,
others do their stuff in flats or sneakers. Sweatshirts share the floor with chiffon. A kid just out
of high school steps onto the floor with a
mettlesome white-haired woman. A pony-tailed
man bows to a woman in silk. Partners change
and change again, spontaneously, no prodding.
The striking thing is that all are having fun.
Spurts of laughter crop up here and there as a
step is missed. One couple tops off a dance with
a difficult figure; they grab each other's shoulders and laugh with the high that comes of
having pulled off a difficult stunt.
According to Mandy Hamilton, owner of the
studio, the scene is not unusual. "It used to be,"
she says, "that it was largely older people. The
younger people who took it were all competitive, interested only in International Style
(designed for competition). But the classes I
have now range in age from 18 to 80, with the
bulk of people in their 30s. And people are
doing it for the fun of it."
This phenomenon, the youth-anizing of
ballroom dance, is taking hold allover the
country. According to a cover story in Smithsonian Magazine (March 1989), enrollment in
dance lessons has been climbing and the
average age of the participants is dropping.
Membership in the U.s. Amateur Ballroom
Dancers Association "has doubled in the past
five years." Ballroom dancing has just been
recognized by the U.S. Olympic Committee as a
sport, which makes it a possibility for a future
Olympic event.
Back in her office (a trio of Gary Larson
cartoons, a garden spade up against the wall, a
sheaf of medals hanging from a hook), Hamilton says she herself noticed signs of renewed
dance fever five years ago, when she was
teaching in Maryland. It hit Maine, she says,
one year ago. And it's growing.
Other dance teachers in the Portland area
agree. Wayne Barker says the average age of his
students is something under 30. He is approached "all the time" on the dance floor:
'''You look so good: people tell me .. Where'd
you learn that?' Young people are interested."
The Cheryl Greeley Dance Studio in South
Portland has a waiting list for its gro)lP classes.
Others say interest has never been higher. At
the Portland Public Library, material on baIlroom dancing "is very popular," according to
one librarian. "We can't keep it on the shelves."
Ballroom dancing as we know it swung into
high gear in the years before World War L Its
appeal lay largely in its daring, not-so-covert
sexuality. The Tango, imported from Argentina
but originating from African slaves in the 1700s,
took our post-Victorian society by storm. The
upper crust held "Tango teas," at which all
strived to foIlow the instruction of the day to
"imitate the sensuous grace of the tiger,
mademoiselle."
Ladies and gentlemen took to the Tango, the
Turkey Trot, the Fox Trot ("very rollicking,
with a tendency to put everyone in good
.
humor," wrote one critic of the day) and later
the Lindy Hop, created in celebration of Charles
Lindbergh's solo flight across the Atlantic, but
other dances were considered too scandalous
for polite society. The Black Bottom, the
Shimmy and the Charleston, black dances all,
shocked with their shakings and contortions.
(The Charleston, irOnically, is said to have
originated as a black parody of the dancing of
white debutantes.)
In 1919 the opening of Roseland, the dance
hall in New York City, created such a furor that
mounted police were brought in to control the
crowds. From the '20s through the '40s bands
there played to up to 3,000 people each night.
Dances were imported from all over South
America, the Caribbean and Europe. The
rumba, the samba, the mambo, the cha-cha, the
merengue were all borrowed dances. (The story

goes that an early version of the merengue,
which called for dragging the right foot,
originated at an official ball where a crippled
Dominican Republic military leader danced
dragging his lame right leg. The guests respectfully followed suit.) Besides the fox-trot, the
only truly home-grown dance of the time was
swing, an outgrowth of American jazz and
rhythm-and-blues. Wildly popular then and
now, it has spawned innumerable variations (of
which the jitterbug is one), and swing societies,
dubs, even a movement to get it passed
through Congress as our national dance.
Dance popularity held strong through the
Second World War. "In the '40s and '50s," says
Wayne Barker, "everyone knew how to dance.
Parents were stricter then and there were no
arcades, no hanging out on street comers.
Dancing was the social activity." But then it was
hit with a double whammy: the allure of
television drew many people away from an
active night out on the town; and Chubby
Checker rocked the world with a new dance,
the Twist, which held people apart at more than
arm's length. Touch dancing was passe. Cheekto-<:heek went the way of flappers' beads. As

SPRING INTO

FITNESS!
EARLY BIRD SPECIALS

OFF-PEAK HOURS & WEEKENDS
MEMBERSHIPS
3 mos. $79
6 mos. $149

AEROBICS
8 SESSIONS $20 (REG. $35)
6 SESSIONS $35 (REG.
_N1MG 'WEB£MD CLASSU
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Portland Regency
HEALTH CLUB
20 MILK ST. - OLD PORT
CBW(fonee Harbert

Cindy Bowers is another instructor who
came to dance by answering an ad in the paper.
Currently teaching at Tennis of Maine in
Falmouth, after 14 years' experience s~e has h~r
own theories about this resurgence of mterest m
ballroom dancing.
.
"The '305 and' 405 are being recycled SOCIally
now," she says. "AIDS and other things are
causing people to approach each other dIfferently. Dance allows you to get ~Iose, to kn~w
someone socially. It' 5 subtle. It 5 romantic ..
Romance is the thing, and Bowers feels It .
dn't be confined to the old traditional musIC.
nee
"Th
"1 t' s been too stereotyped," she says.
e
dance itself is wonderful, and it doesn't have to
be strictly categorized. Take the bolero, for
instance, the most romantic dance th~re IS: long
and slow. It can be danced to somethmg hke

Old tricks, new dog
Tango
Peter Gabriel, "In Your Eyes"
U2, "With or Without You"
Bolero
Elton John, "Sacrifice"
The Bangles, "Eternal Flame"
Rumba
Bette Midler, "When Beneath My Wings"
U2, "Still Haven't Found What I'm
Looking For"

Jitterbug
Almost any song.

Suggestions CQurtesy of Cindy Bowers

Bing Crosby groused, 'They don't even touch
each other; they'll be phoning in next."
For three decades now, offshoots of the Twist
have held sway, Arms jerked and heads rolled
through the Pony, the Frug, the Swim, the
Monkey. For many of us, though, the dances we
have danced were nameless, expressions of self
alone, solipsism in the flesh. Old folk still
waltzed but we rocked.
. So what gives? Why are ballroom-dance
classes packed? Why does the phone ring nonstop in Mandy Hamilton's office?
When asked, many people echo the answer
given by Karen Tyminski, a transplanted New
Yorker who works for the City of Portland: "It's
something I've always wanted to do and it's a
great way to meet people."
Melissa Mirarchi, an advertising executive
who takes dance lessons from Don Axelsen in
Westbrook, says she loves the Big Band sound.
"Besides, it makes me move in a way that looks
good," she says. "You know, at dances, how
people spontaneously form a circle around a
couple? I'd watch them dancing, wild, wondEOrful, neat things, and I'd think, wow! I'd like to
do that." She practices a lot, at home, dancing
around the kitchen with her partner while
dinner cooks.
Steve Childs, a builder and owner of a
construction company, used to watch his
parents dance. 'Round midnight they would
come down to the slow tail-end of his parties
and jitterbug. He found himself admiring their
smoothness.
Pat Bright, a parachutist at the U.s. Naval
Base in Brunswick, claims she fell in love with
Fred Astaire sometime soon after third grade.
Mention dance and she glows. Now a teacherin-training at Maine Ballroom Dance, she feels
she's where she belongs.
Hamilton, who used to be a geolOgist in
exploration (i.e., prospector) before she came to
dance, saw an ad in the paper for ballroom
dancers. '''No experience necessary, will train:
It sounded like fun. And it is."

Invite
yourself:

SPRING SPECIALS
Saturday March 10m • lOam - 5 pm
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Don Axelsen
through PACE and USM
Has formed Smooth Steppers Dance
Club. Ballroom parties at least once a
month, with orchestra. Offers workshops
in Western, Cajun, Greek, et al.
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Elton John' s new song 'SaCri
l~~fi~ce~'n'A~lm~o~st~a~n;y:rs,_t-~~~~'~O~u~t~D~a~n~c~e~S~t~U~d~I;O~'
dan ~~elltl
- q ue,: _ :..-growing movement to (in Steve
private lessons, a rehearsal tape, and a
,; - -childs' words) "bust it all wide open." The
waltz choreographed for the newlyweds'
boomers want to dance to the music they're
traditional solo opening dance. Gift
used to listening to. Bit by bit, ballroom dancing
certificates for this wedding package
is widening its gates and admitting barroom
available to give to bride, groom or other
dancing.
panicked members of the wedding party.
But romance is still the thing. And the
romance is palpable back at Maine Ballroom
Cindy Bowers
Dance as the partners quick-step and tango.
Tennis
of Maine
Even the rolling thuds and thunder of karate
781-2671
upstairs are ignored. The sexual zing of the
Offers free trial class. Children's class
tango is undeniable. Heads twist. Legs flash.
planned.
Bodies arch. It's a kick, no doubt about it.
Paradoxically for something so neo-nouveau,
ballroom dancing is fundamentally sexist.
Centre of Movement
Somebody has to lead, and convention decrees
Vicki Lloyd, dlr.
it is the man. Yielding doesn't come easy to the
839-5939
modem woman. As Mirarchi puts it, dance "is a
Holds cabaret-style ballroom parties at
learning experience in cooperation."
least once a month, $5 per person. ReserShe tells the story of being irritated with her
vations recommended but not required.
partner and of turning to her teacher, Don
Axelsen.
Cheryl Greeley Dance Studio
"He's not keeping the bea t," s he said.
767-1353
"Allow him not to. He's trying to get the
Holds a cabaret-style dinner-dance at
steps."
end
of each full session.
"But he's totally off."
"Go with it."
Dill!
Hamilton says that with time the woman
Maine Ballroom Dance
thE
M,
learns what the man is giving her and what she
773-0002
cal
can give to the man. Like other arts, dance is a
Holds dance-celebrity seminars on a
we
language. And, like a language, once you have
at
regular basis. Saturday-night practice
the basics to any dance you can learn the others
sessions are open to the public.
readily. Most dancers would agree, though, that
the only way to learn how to dance well is to
Ram Island Dance
take dance from a teacher, paid or parent.
The
773-2562
Bn
(Forget those footprinted diagrams. They'll
Offers ballroom dancing twice a year.
HI"
have you in a heap quicker than Twister. And
Me
they sure won't give you any style.)
Mlc
Dot L. Ruel Dance Studio
Wi
As Ted Shawn wrote in Time Magazine,
451
283-3130
"Dance
is
the
only
art
of
which
we
ourselves
The
are the stuff of which it is made." And if you
Itlso teaches at the Kennebunk Town
Oa
51.
can parse that sentence you can waltz, you can
Hall through the Kennebunk Parks and
BI'Oi
samba, you can twinkle with a twist.
Recreation Dept.
Ca
Look at it this way: you won't break out in
461
Poll
sweat at weddings, and "hey," as Childs says of
University of Southern Maine
51.
ballroom dancing, "it sure beats shaking your
(Nancy Willard)
booty in a comer by yourself."
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76 Portland Street. Portland. Maine (207) 773-6906

PASTAS &

WHOLESALE AND

"The Fresh Market is a concept whose time has come.

T....
(ro

Po

780-4653

Brenda Chilndler's dancing shoes hiltle barely been scuffed
but she can't wait to tango.

Offered during school year but open to
public. One credit, pass/ fail.
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Maine Sunday Telegram, 2125190

Check out our Varieties of Pasta and Homemade
Sauces to cook at home in 5 minutes!

58 MARKET STREET, OLD PORT 773-7146
Open Every Day Mon. through Sat. 11-6:30

Cozy

Tt
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water bottle & cage
with every bike purchase

A REGISTER TO WIN PRIZES
A GREAT PRICES ON BIKES
A TEST RIDES
A ~BIJCI( REPRESENTATIVE
HERE TO ANSWER ALL YOUR
QUESTIONS
A VIDEOS
A REFRE SHMENTS

797-4582

Wayne Barker

871-7054

BACK

Couples learn the art of dance.

Fox-trot
Bonnie Raitt, "Have a Heart"
The Bangles, "Some Dreams Come True"

9

Co
Keep your toes
warm and cozy all
year long in our clogs,
shoes and sandals.
Sizes for men & women.

"{

Bilhenno«h'

::walle al.ml t
337 Forest Ave.- Portland, Maine - 207-773-6601
Huge Inventory. expert fitting, maJlorder nattonwide, comp6ete repair service.

"Sit:nply the bflst place to buy Bir/(enstock footwear"

by the award-winning short

subject "A Girl's Own Story" by
Jane Campion, a movie about
growing up in the '60s. The
movies are being shown tonight
through Sunday at 7 p.m. in
Olin Arts Center Lecture Hall
104, Bates College, Lewiston.
Admission is $1. For more information, call 786-6330.

• Events for Women's History
Month continue ...
Wes, whose music is often
featured on The Women's Music
Festival on WMPG, performs
her own ballads at 8 p.m. in
Luther Bonney AuditOrium,
USM Portland. Tickets are $6 in
advance (available at Amadeus
Music, Whole Grocer and Entre
Nous in Portland) and $8 at the
door. The concert is sponsored
by the Women's Music Coop
and the Women's Forum at
USM. For more information, call
874-6593.
• Bell Hooks, African-American feminist, theorist and author
of "Talking Back," gives a
lecture titled "Feminism:
Talking Race, Resisting Racism"
at 8 p.m. in Kresge Auditorium,
Visual Arts Center, Bowdoin,
Brunswick. Free tickets required
for seating are available at the
Events Office in Moulton Union.
For more information, call 7253151.
• Pick up some sea urchins
for dinner. Friends of Casco Bay,
the Gulf of Main Aquarium
and the Japan American Society
of Maine are
a discus-

co3,...-

• Two exhibits of contemporary art are on exhibit at the
Portland Mu.s eum of Art. "Serial
Imagery in Prints" includes

Herbie Mann and Archie Schepp
and now plays in the fusion
group "Last Exit." His loud,
blueS-influenCed guitar playing
can be heard for $1 plus museum admission. For more
information, call 775-6148.
• Two big rock shows - what
do you do? The Del Fuegos are
back and playing a gig at
Raoul's,865 Forest Ave., Portland. So what if the Fueg's come
off like they're the offspring of
Stones, there still a whole lotta
fun. For more information, call
773-6886.
• And Les Dudek, who's
played guitar for Stevie Nicks,
Steve Miller and many others,
plays a riff or two at the Tree
Cafe, 45 Danforth St., Portland.
For more information, call 7741441.

• Arturo Cruz Jr., a former
Sandinista who later became an
advisor to the Contras, is
probably reeling from the rapid
changes in Nicaragua. But Cruz
will be in town to discuss
"Nicaragua and EI Salvador:
War or Peace in Central America" as part of the World Affairs
Council "Great Decisions '90"
series of lectures. The lecture is
at 7:30 p.m. at Temple Beth-E1,
400 Deering St., Portland. Admission is $6 for the public, $3
for World Affairs Council
members, and $1 for students.
For more information, call the
World Affairs Council at USM,
780-4551.

~

6 p.m. in the Culinary Arts
dining room of Southern Maine
Technical College. Speakers are
Jeff Sandler (a.k.a. Mr. Fish),
who will discuss sea urchins
and how they live; Jim Salisbury, regional attache for
Oceans and Fisheries Affairs for
the U.s. Department of State in
Tokyo, will discuss the cultural
and economic implications of
selling sea urchins to the Japanese; and Ben Baxter will discuss research needs and how to
keep the urchins from being
fished out. Sapporo Restaurants
are providing sushi (that's one
way to eat urchins) and sake. A
$2 contribution is requested. For
reservations, call 772-2321

figures in abstract expressionism
- and by Vardea Chryssa, who
was one of the first artists to
make letters and words the
content of art. Recent color
photographs purchased by the
museum are also on exhibit,
including pieces by local photographers Rose Marasco and
Maggie Foskett as well as landscapes by Eliot Porter and an
interior with a feminist slant by
Leah Karp. The exhibits are on
view through Apr. 15.
• Singer-songwriter Fred
Small performs songs of common pleasures and problems at
8 p.m. in Curtis Little Theater at
the Chocolate Church, 804
Washington St., Bath. Tickets are
$6 on advance, $8 at the door.
For more information, call 7293185.
• "Born in Flames" is
filmmaker Lizzie Borden's
futuristic fantasy of a feminist
rebellion set a decade after a
. democratic-socialist revolution.
Borden's movie will be preceded

• A sibling class to help
prepare children ages 2 to 10
years old for the arrival of a new
sibling is being offered at the
Osteopathic Hospital. Sponsored by the hospital and the
Childbirth Education Association, the two-hour activity
session will be held at 3 p.m. in
the Women's Health Conference
Room of the Osteopathic
Hospital, Brighton Avenue,
Portland. Cost is $10. To register, call 781-2694.
• Portland Rossini Club presents a concert of music for voice,
harp and organ by Bach, Mahler
and Bellini. The performance is
at 3 p.m. in Trinity Episcopal
Church, 113 Coyle St., Portland.
The public is invited; donations
will be accepted. For more information, call 657-4460.
• For jazz and blues fans, the
Jazz at the Museum series
continues with a performance
by guitarist Sonny Sharrock at 3
p.m. at the Portland Museum of
Art. Sharrock has played with

College, Brunswick. Tickets for
• A review of a N.J. show
seating are available at the
said, "If The Silos use (Gram)
Events Office, Moulton Union.
Parsons as a starting point, they
For more information, call 725blow all that away with a
3151.
healthy breeze of downtown
• Pianist Jeffrey Siegel will
Manhattan cacophony. But don't
join the Portland Symphony Or- get the wrong impression; this
chestra in a performance in
band can do no-frills rock as
Ravel's Piano Concerto in G
well as they can experiment" - a
Major and Franck's Symphonic
good description of a band that
Variations. The PSO will also
can't be compared to RE.M. The
perform Sibelius' Karelia Suite,
Silos, led by guitarist and
Op.ll and Hindemith's Symsongwriter Walter Salas-Huphonic Metamorphoses of
mara, come into town for a
Thel}les by Weber. Performance show at Raoul's, 865 Forest
is 7:45 p .m. in Portland City Hall Ave., Portland. For more inforAuditorium. The concert will be mation, call 773-6886.
preceded by a free concert
preview given by Siegel - who is
well-known for his informal
discussions on music "Keyboard
Conversations" - at 6:30 p.m. in
the auditorium. Tickets are $25,
$21, $15 and $10. For more
informa tion, call 773-8191.
• Rhythm & blues: The Southern Soul Revue is coming to
town under the auspices of the
Southern Maine Blues Society.
Guitarist Wayne Bennett, who
has had a tremendous impact on
traditional blues, uptown blues,
• Beware island dwellers .
jazz, gospel and r&b, is the
Casco Bay's sea serpent may
headliner. He has recorded with
well be lurking under the ferry
John Lee Hooker, Elmore James
dock. The serpent is one of the
and Buddy Guy before joining
many bizarre beasts Loren
Bobby Bland in 1958 and
Coleman searches for. His
playing with him until 1965. Tonewest book, "Tom Slick and
night, Mighty Sam McClain,
the Search for the Yeti," recounts Nappy Brown and Johnny
the life and mysterious death of Adams join Bennett for two
the Texas millionaire who
shows, 7 and 10 p.m., at
searched for the legendary
Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave., Portbeast. Coleman discusses
land. Tickets are $10. For more
cryptozoology and New Enginformation, call 773-6886.
land's very real monsters at 7
p.m. in Luther Bonney Auditorium, USM Portland. Admission
is $10. (Someone's got to support this branch of science;
academia won't.) For information, call 875-6500.

• Healing with art: C. Regina
Kelley, associate professor of
SCUlpture at the Portland School

Mighty Sam Mcdaln ,oins
Wayne Bennett, Happy
Brown and Johnny Adams
In a SOUthe.... SO\.l' Revut'
Mar. 15.

Top 40,

45 Danforth st
Portland

774-1441

The Bounty
Sable's
The Underground

March 6. April 1

T-Birds

The Moon
Salutes

COMING UP:
MARCH 17 - St. PAT'S

**sTAGE**

Center for

Homemade Fettucine
with Splciy Sicilian Sauce,
a salad and garlic bread. $4.25
166 Cumberland Ave· Portland

Call 774-7414

c:@P~1'Iy

'·7 In till Pub

~
I,
h &E • Iish
Mondays: Bar Appreciation Nlghl
Tuesdays: ladles Night wllh R96llve Remotes

. ' I

774-0465
Produced by Moine Savings Bonk &
Sheorson lehman Hutton

Wednesdavs: OJ Roger GrenIer, no cover

31 FOREST NENUE PORTLAND. n3.8187

THEUPSEmRS
Fr 3/9 TREAT HER RIGHT
THE IMMORTALS
Sa3/10 WINSTON GRENNAN
SU 3111 LES DUDEK
Th 3/15 PHISH
Sa 3117 BIM SKALA BIM
Mo 3/19 DIRTY LOOKS
We 3f21 BONEDAODYS
Th3f22 LT. STITCHIE
Fr 3130 MIKATA
Sa 3/31 SKATAlITES

Pomt 08 - Mar 8, 9, 10
Cry Baby - Mar 15, 16, 17
Blockheads - Mar 22, 23, 24

March 15, 16, 17 · CRY BABY

PORT1At-lD

36 MARKET ST. • PORTLAND • 773-4500

"

Disco,
Oldies-

by Alfred Uhry

774-2776

3458.

of Art, will give a workshop
introd ucing visual arts for the
dying person and their caregivers from 9 a.m.-12 noon at
the Portland Public Library,
Monument Square, Portland.
Kelley will discuss the relevancy
of the art experience to dying
people. Participants will make a
visual journey to directly
experience how the arts can be
useful to caregivers. A $10
donation is requested to generate an arts budget for Hospice of
Maine. Pre-registration is
required. For more information,
call 7744417.

• Messages from Cambodia
and other faraway places: "The
Immigrant Experience in
Today's Maine from Polish,
Cambodian and Vietnamese
Perspectives" is the subject of a
discussion sponsored by the
Portland Democratic City
Committee at 7:15 p.m. at
Franklin Towers, 211 Cumberland Ave., Portland. The discussion will be preceded by a
lasagne dinner at 6 pm. (Dinner
costs $6.) All are welcome. For
more information, call 878-2752.
• The Cambodian refugee
Dith Pran, who was profiled in
the movie "The Killing Fields"
and is currently a reporter/photographer for the New York
Times, speaks at 8 p.m. in
Pickard Theater, Bowdoin

Acting
Classes

Performance
Studies

• Abbie Shahn is known for
her large abstract egg tempera
paintings and art books. Tonight
Shahn show slides and discusses
her work at 7:30 p.m. at the
Maine Writers Center, 19D
Mason St., Brunswick. The art
talk, sponsored by the Union of
Maine Visual Artists, is free and
open to the public.

• If talk art is too much for
the cerebral cortex, there are
other ways to occupy the mind.
Rowdy Roddy Piper takes on
Ravishing Rick Rude at the
Cumberland County Civic
Center in Portland. See the jocks
of the WWF hit the ropes at 8
p.m. Tickets are $15, $12 and $9.
For more information, call 774-

Attire

Boll Pict.... Be.t D1 ..clor. Boll Scrwn,lay
Notional Socioty of Film ellHCI

llil * Portland Premiere *
MAR 14-17
~

WED-FRI 7,9:15
SAT MAT 1

~ampopo

~

•

'-~~--~
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SNUlooa~~ ~;t(~
... and we can build your custom design.
TV!VCR Stand
$152 in Spruce
$190 in Ash

kl
~

Luncheon Specials Every Day!
Warm up with our homemade soups & chowders

Fri. & SaL March 9 &

The Whigs &
THE

Special
Guests

WILD
HEARTS

Thurs. March 15

DR. BOB'S PLANET EARTH REVIEW
starts at 7:47 pm
Coming Next Week
Sat. March 17:

TRIBE

tKNDTS~CnOSSES
Happy Hour 4-6 Mon.-Fri.
on the waterfront
in the Old

~;;t:;l2-Portland, ME • 774-3550

ROCK-N-ROU with WHIM and Tommy C.

•
Fridays

HAPPY HOUR BUFFET
4 - 8 PM
18 & UP DANCE PARTY

•
SatIU'daJs

21+ DANCE PARTY

200 Riverside SL
Portland
Turnpike Exit 8

207-772-8033

-

-~ -

----------- -----

0...,.

IPGI

........ tho Fourth" Jul, Iltl
1,4,7,9:50

SILVER
SCREEN

Bad Influence Rob Lowe (the bad boy
of video) plays a drifter who disrupts
the yuppie existence of James Spader
('sex, lies and videotape") .

Enemies, A Love Story Paul Mazursky's ("Moscow on the Hudson' and
'Down and Out in Beverly "ills') adaptation of Isaac Beshevis Singer's novel
focuses on the life and loves 01 Herman. a Holocaustsurvivorliving in New
York in the late ·40s . He's married to
the gentile Polish woman who hid him
during the war and he's having an affair
with another Holocaust survivor. As
Herman is juggling the two women in
his life, his first wife whom he pre·
sumed dead shows up. Ron Silver's
Herman is more attractive than Singer's
character. There's no mystery why any
woman would want him. But Mazursky
and his actors slowly reveal the characters' fears and desires in a way that
does justice to the novel. Angelica
Huston and MargaretSophie Stein play
the women in Herman's life.

Bom on the Fourth of July aiver
Stone's ('Platoon' and 'Salvador")
second Vietnam movie is about a young
man from Long Island. who loses faith Glory Morgan Freeman and Denzel
aher he return s from the war paraWashington star in thiS movie about
lyzed. The most powerful imagery in
the troop of black soldiers who foughl
the movie evokes the contrast between
for the Union during the Civil War.
how middle America viewed the war
Sweeping banle scenes convey the
and what was actually happening in V~
war's horror.
etnam and Washington . In one scene.
Kovic (Tom Cruise) and a friend from Hard to Kill stars Steven Seagal and
high school - the only one who went
his wile Kelly LeBrock. Both look great
and returned Irom Vietnam - talk about
Neither can act. Seagal plays a cool
the horror they saw. The friends are
cop who gets the low down on a big guy
talking at the picnic table in the backand spends the next seven years in a
yard as Kovic's mother turns on 'Laugh
coma for il. LeBrocf<"l;llays the nurse
In' inside.
who assists his comeback and revenge.
Attempts at character development
Driving Miss Daisy Bruce Beresford's
interfere with the fistfights. shootouts
(' Breaker Morant' ) version of Alfred
and car chases only a few times during
Uhry's prize-winning play stars Morthe movie At these moments. Hat
gan Freeman and Jessica Tandy. The
characters stammer dialogue so pre·
story is about the evolving relationship
dictable that we 're grateful when they
between a Jewish widow and her black
get bumped moments later. It must be
chauffeur. The movie is a metaphor for
painful to make a movie this bad. It
old age: slow and beautiful. sharp but
certainly is to watch .
not all there. The film's beautiful pho-

Henry V Kenneth Branaugh's 'Henry
V' is packed with virility. When King
Henry decides togotowarwith France.
Branaugh takes us Into Henry's council
chamber. On one side sit the young
men , virile and ready for anything. On
the other are the more restrained elder
voices of reason and good council. As
council speaks, Brannaugh's camera
savors the virility. The arguments for
taking France are inconsequential ;
these young men are ready to fighl.
The movie digs into the plotting and
preparations for battle. with little regard
for why all this strength is going to war.
Henry's speech to his troops before
battle is awe inspiring. Anyone would
follow him into battle - with or without
good reason.
The Hunt For Red October IS a
reminder that the puerile conception of
U.S. foreign policy promulgated by
Reagan and his cronies lives on. The
movie have won at the box office this
weekend - how profitable the cold war
was! Using commies as bad guys
doesn't make a bad movie, but there
needs to be some action . character
and suspense. "The Hunt For Red
October' had none 01 these ; It is insipid. Even the submarine chases which are the whole story - are dull.
Sylvester Stallone could have done
better.
and Tom Hanks star in this comedy
about a terminally ill man who travels
half way around the world to sacflfice
himself for tropical natives
Men Don't Leave Jessica Lange plays
a newly-widowed mother in this movie
based on the French flick 'La Vie
Continue.' Set in Baltimore , the movie

=;~"='~;:~~;;;;;:::;~:;:;;:::~=:=====~_I~'n;nf!i~4'lWWWl'lSe<li~
new surroundings. Joan Cusakplays
triA , . - . . -

Cold turkey

mother becomes hysterical and
What if you cleaned up your
hides her bag because her druglife and it didn' t matter?
addict son i s visiting, the scene' s
"Drugstore Cowboy" i~ not a
comed y mocks the fact that
grim portrait of drug addiction .
Although it's possible to watch addicts steal from their own
. .
the film as a gritty commentary family.
Bob' s narrative on hIS hfe
on thecounter-culture ofthe '705,
it's more fun to view " Drugstore offers plenty of good reasons for
Cowboy" as a movie a~ut say- staying high. The forc~ that
ing screw it all and gettmg hIgh. govern his world are penods of
good and bad luck - nothing
Matt Di110n plays Bob Hughes,
more. Whether he is high or
a drug addict who loot.s pharm~
cies to support his habIt. Bob, hiS straight doesn't matter much in
wife (Kelly Lynch), and another the grand scheme of things, but
couple Oames Le Gros and being straight hurts. Whybothcr?
Despite the movie' s flippant
HeatherGraham) roam about the
portrayal
of drug addiction,
Pacific Northwest, always one
" Drugstore Cowboy" digs deep.
step ahead ofthe cops. They s.end
There must be a reason why
their drugs ahead to bus stallons
sothatthey'llalwayshaveastash. abandoning the real world seems
like a good idea, an urge to esTheir vagabond lives recall the
days when bucking the real world cape that would remain even if
was a way oflife. But after one of Columbia were blown off the face
Bob's cowboys dies of an over- of the Earth. There'S so much
dose and Bob finds himself in the talk about cleaning up the drug
middle of a sheriffs' convention, problem, that the reasons why
he heads home to clean up his act. people take drugs are overWhat saves the movie from looked. "Drugstore Cowboy"
morbid morality is a willingness doesn't try to say that doing
to take drug addiction lightly. drugs is always fun, butthis black
comedy does make it clear that
Every harsh moment is followed
for some like Bob and his drugby a "ha!" because it's ~1I pretty
store cowboys, there is nO other
ridiculous and doesn t matter
much anyway. When Bob's option.

Ann Sitomer

Tho Lilt........... Id CGI
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2:55. 5:05. 7'25. 9>45 (Ihrough M.r 8)

Nickelodeon

Te~

and Middle. Portland
m ·9751
Matinees S&t-Sun only
.... Innuence (R)
1:05.7. 9:15 (opens Mar 9)

."....... a Love Storr CR.
1:10.7:15.9:30 (01)00& Mar 9)
01 til.....rIt Iltl
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7:15,9:35 (through Mar 8)

...". . . . (R)

7. 9:25 (through M.r 8)
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120.720. 9:25
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1:25, 7:05, 9:05
My L.tt F_t (_,
, :15, 7:10, 920

Henry V
1,6:45,9:3:>

The Movies

10 exchange, Portland

_

Roger & Me is a movie about the effect
General Motors' plant closings had on
Flint. Mich. The movie doesn't try to
persuade you that GM sucks . It starts
with the assumption that audience
knows the tragedy that followed GM's
decision to move its plants to MeXICO .
'Roger & Me' is a movie for peopl.e who
don't believe corporate Amenca IS
economically just anyway. The story
isn't funny, but the movie is. Director
Michael Moore and his crew become
the comedians in their absurd pursuit
of Roger Smith. GM's chainman of the
board. Moore's three-year attempt to
meet Smith face to face is the plot
contrived to make the documentary
look like a feature with Moore In the
leading role. Awakening from til?
American Dream IS only a tragedy If
you believed in it in the first place.
Sherman'. March: An Improbable
Search for Love The film starts out
as a historical documentary about
General Sherman's march through the
south, but ends up as the story. of the
filmmaker's search for love (directed
by Ross McElwee).
Speaking Our Peace Documentary
explores the concept of .peace from the
perspective of women In North America, Britain and the U.S.S.R. It has
been called ' ... the most provocabve .
succinct and eloquent film aboutwomen
and the peace movement yetproduced.
It inspires engagement. rather than
despair.'
Tampopo Juzo Itami's comedy ,about
noodles is the first In a senes Japanese Film : Today and Tomorrow'
sponsored by The Movies and the
Japan American Society of Maine

m·1I6OO

..tONe........
Mar 13)
7. 9. _keOO mal 81 1. 3
~~rough

T__ I_,

Mar 14· 17
W9d·Fri aI 7. 9:t5
Sal mal 81 I

Cinema City
Weo1broolt Plaza

8504-9116
Thursday; call ahead
for Ff!CIiIY'S changes
GI..,.IIt,
7:15, 9:15, waekend mats at 1:15. 3:15
Pot ....
7. 9. weekend mats at t. 3
AlIII_1h~h

"'1

1t_11t1
7.9

LooIr:

.1_ Ve.._ the Volcano Meg Ryan

--...h"es With style 8s-she learns to cope

Thursdays

$1.02 cover charge .• Register to win a "Fantasy Cruise."

n4·1022

12>45.2~.~7:2S.9:35

that usually characterizes movies about
someone overcoming a handicap and
paints a striking portrait of a ~n struggling with his relabonshlps. With creativity and his own sense of worth . The
movie is based on the autobiography
of the Irish painter and writer Christy
Brown. who had cerebral palsy and
only had use of his left foot to create.
Both Hugh O'Connor (as the young
Christy) and Daniel Day LewiS are
superlative In their roles. We idenbly
with Christy, rather than look down on
him or pity him.

MUTINY ON
THE BOUNTY!!

Pootlond
Joe V_a 11M Vot_o CPOI
q.ens Mar 9
1.3:05. 5:05.720. 9:25
HuIIt F... ItOill a._IPO)
1:30,4:20.7:10, 10
_ _.. L_"'IPO-131
Malne Mal Road. S

- . .. 100

--= V

• THE BEST FOOD ON THE WATERFRONT! •

Oeneral Cinemas
Maine Mall

4,7. 9::30
Ha... T. KUIIIt)
1.3:05. 5:10,720,9:35
_.IIt)
12>45.3:05.5:25, 7:35. 9:55
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Restaurant and Tavern

Fri. March 16:

CBW LISTINGS
Listings must b. received In writing by 12 noon the Friday prior to publication.
Ann Sitomer, Casco Bay Weekly, 187 Clark Street, Portland 04102

1

Near Maine Mall. Across from UPS
OPEN EVERY DAY
9 Foden Road , South Portland· 775-4312

, !~.~

What's Where

Who'e T• • lng (PCi.13)
~

at t.
"ell:7.9.Y. maIs
The F.m.. ..
7:15,9:15. week&nd mats at 1:15, 3:15

Evening Star
Tontine Mall, "'Srunswlck

729-5486

~~9g'J
Bowdoin College
Brunswick

725-3151
............. Owh . . .
MarS. 4 and 8:30 pm
Kresge Auditorium, Visual AI1& Center

.Yo.

Mar g. 7:30 and 10 pm
Srrith Auditorium. Sill Hall

D.... Po.t. Socl.tr
Mar 10. 7:30 and to pm

Smith Audilarium. 511& Hall

F..... _AI.so.......

Mar 1' . 2pm
Kresge Auditorium, Visual Arts Cenler
Sherman'. March: An Improbable

".rch for Lov.

Mar 7, ,3:30 and 8 pm
Kresge AuditorIum, vtsual An! Center

L. Ronde

Mar 14, 7 Pf!1
Smilh Auditorium, Sills Hall

Obsession (new music) Raoul's, 865
Forest Ave., Portland. 773-6886.
Blue Roois (blues) Holy Ghost, 29 Exchange St.. Portland. 773-0300.
The Bop (rock) Moose Alley, 46 Market St., Portland, 774-5246.
Nightlife. (rock) Old Port Tavern. 11
Moulton St.. Portland. 774-0444.
The Whigs and The Wild Hearts
(rock) Dry Dock. 84 Commercial St.,
Portland. 774-3550.
Stevie and the Blackouts (rock)
Geno's, 13 Brown St., Portland. 7727891 .
Ro, Fraz_ (jazz) Little Willies, 36
Market St., Portland. 773-4500.
Broadcaste.. (rock) Spring Point
Cafe, 175 PickenSt, S. Portland. 7674627.
Point 08 (rock) Shelley's, 12 Lincoln
SI.. Biddeford. 284-9283.

SATURDAY 3.10
Johnny eopel.nd Band (blues)
Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave.. Portland.
773-6886.
Bales Hotel and Ten Feet Tall
(rock) Geno·s. t3 Brown St., Portland.
772-7891.
Blue Roots (blues) Holy Ghost, 29 Exchange St., Portland. 773-0300.
The Boyz (rock) Moose Alley, 46 Market St. , Portland, 774·5246.
Nlghtlifes (rock) Old Port Tavern, tl
Moulton St. . Portland. 774-0444 .
The Whigs and The Wild Hearts
(rock) Dry DOCk. 84 Commercial St..
Portland. 774-3550.
Ro, Frazee (jazz) Linle Willies, 36
Market SI. . Portland. 773-4500.
Nan Warnock Oazz vocalist) The Rein deer Room, upstairs at Hushang II. 11
Brown St.. Portland. Admission is $5.
874-9002.
Winston Grennan and the Ska
Rocks Band (reggae) Tree Cafe. 45
Danforth St. , Portland. 774-1441.
Broadcast... (rock) Spring Point
Cafe, 175 Pickett SI., S. Portland. 7674627.
Rock of Ages (oldies) The Chattanooga, 15 Thornton St., Biddeford.
282-3777.
Point 08 (rock) Shelley's, 12 Lincoln
St., Biddeford. 284-9283.

SUNDAY 3.11
Blues Kitchen (blues) 4 pm, Gritty
McDuff's, 396 Fore St., Portland. 7722739.
Del F...... (rock) Raoul's, 865 Forest
Ave., Portland. 773-6886.
Les Dudek (rock guitarist) Tree Cafe,
45 Danforth St., Portland. 774-1441 .
R.dlo Flyer (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Moulton SI., Portland. 774-0444.
Acoustic BI .... Jem (blues) 7 pm at
Uncle Billy·s. 80 Ocean St., S. Portland. 767-7t19.
Comedy Night (stand-up) 8:30 pm at
T-Bird·s. 126 N. Boyd SI.. Portland.
773-8040.

MONDAY 3.12

CLUBS

OOOPS ••.

D....ullcle .. A typo led us to believe
the Dambuilders were coming to Geno's
Mar. 3, a date we touted in last week's
calendar. Our apologies to people who
went out to see them. The band will be
at Geno's Mar. 31

THURSDAY 3.8
The Killing Time (rock) Geno's, 13
Brown St., Portland. 772-7891 .
Nightlife. (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Moulton St., Portland. 774-0444.
Michael Martl....u (comedy) Little
Willies, 36 Market St. . Portland. 7734500.
The Richard Ma..l ... Big Band
Qazz/swing) Holy Ghost. 33 Exchange
St, Portland. 773-0330.
Broadcaste.. (rock) Spring Point
Cafe, 175 Pickett SI.. S. Portland. 7674627.
Point 08 (rock) Shelley·s. 12 Lincoln
St., Biddeford. 284-9283.

FRIDAY 3.9
Treat Her Right and Dharma Bums
(rock) Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth SI.,
Portland. 774-1441.

Southem Maine BI.... Society
(meeting & jam) 7 pm, Raoul's, 865
Forest Ave., Portland. 775-2454.
Ty,Jan, LPP and The Soukous
Star Band (African) Tribute to Nel·
son Mandela at Tree Cafe. 45 Danforth
St., Portland. 774-1441.
Radio Flyer (rock) ad Port Tavern, It
Moulton St.. Portland. 774-0444.

TUESDAY 3.13
Ty,Jan, LPP and The Soukoua
Star Band (African) Tribute to Nelson Mandela at Tree Cafe, 45 Dan orth
St., Portland. 774-1441.
The MOille Men (acoustic) Gritty
McDuff's, 396 Fore St. , Portland. 7722739.
Doctor 0 (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Moulton SI.. Portland. 774-0444.

The Moon. 425 Fore SI.. Portland.
Open nighHy. 8 pm on ... No cover.
871-0663.
Salutes, 20 Milk St.. Portland. Open
nightly until 1 am. No cover. 774-4200.
Bounty, 200 Riverside SI., Portland.
Open until 1 am Tue-Sat; Chern-free
Sun-Mon. 772-8033.

CON
CERTS

UPCOMING
NRBQ (rock) Mar 15, T-Bird's, 126 N.
Boyd, Portland. 773-8040.

DANCING
Zootz, 31 Forest, Portland. Thu : house
music and new music; Fri: Post Madem -all ages; Sat: latest dance music;
Sun: request night; Tue: Hip House -all
ages. 773-8t 87.

Walk-in Medical Care

871-8080
INTOWN HEALTH
693 CONGRESS STREET, PORTLAND, ME 04102
No Appointment Necessary
William Houston, 0.0,
Cholesterol Screening
Roberta Gerson, D.O.
Open Mon. - FrI, 9:00 a.m, - 6:00 p,m,
Stephen Dell, M.D.

FRIDAY 3.9
.lean,Plerre Rampal (classical)
World-renowned flutist performs works
by Haydn. Beethoven . Kuhlau. Debussy and Billing at 8 pm in Portland
City Hall Aud~orium . TIckets are $25.
$20, $14 and $9. For more information,
call 772-8630.
Borealis Wind Quintet(classical)
Award-winning group performs Samuel
Barber's 'Summer Music' and Carl
Neilsen's Quintet at 8:15 pm in Olin
Arts Center Concert Hall. Bates College, Lewiston . Admission is $8/$5.
For more information, call 786-6135.
Fred Small (folk) 8 pm, Curtis Little
Theater, The Chocolate Church. 804
Washington St., Bath. TIckets are $6
on advance. $8 at the door. For more
information, call 729-3185.

SATURDAY 3.10
Wes (ballads) 8 pm, Luther Bonney
Aucitorium. USM Portland. TIckets are
$6 in advance (Amadeus Music, Whole
Grocer and Ebtre Nous in Portland), $8
atthedoor. Sponsored by the Women's
Music Coop and the Women's Forum
atUSM.
Triple Threat Ltd" (country folk) Trio
performs at 7:30 pm at the Schoolhouse Arts Center at Sebago Lake.
TIckets are $5. For more information.
call 642-3743.

SUNDAY 3.11
Sonny Sharrock Qazz guitar) Sharrock performs at 3 pm as part of the
Jazz at the Museum series at the Portland Museum of Art. Congress Square.
Portland. Concert is $1 with museum
admission. For more information, call
775-6148.
Portl.nd Rossini Club (classical)
Music for voice. harp and organ by
Bach , Mahler and Bellini. Performance
is at 3 pm in Trinity Episcopal Church,
113 Coyle St.. Portland. Public is invited, donations accepted. For more
information , call 657-4460.
Unlversily Chorale (classical) 3 pm.
in Corthell Concert Hall. USM Gorham.
Admission is $3I$t . For more information . call 780-5256.
Karen Young and Michel Donato
(jazz/world music) Duo performs music for two voices and double bass at 4
pm in the Olin Arts Center Concert Hall,
Bates College, Lewiston . Free and open
to the public. For more information, call
786-6330.
Susquehanna
University
Women'. Choir (choral music)
Women's choir performs a wide repertoire 01 women's music, mostly religious, at 7:30 pm at St. Ansgar Ev.
Lutheran, 515 Woodfords SI.. Portland. Donation of $5 is requested. All
proceeds benefit the World Hunger
Appeal . For more information, call 7748740.

WEDNESDAY 3.14 TUESDAY 3.13
Tina & F1a.h Allen (caberet) Little
Willies, 36 Market SI., Portland. 7734500.
Hamm.....ad (metal) Geno's, 13
Brown St., Portland. 772-7891 .
Silos (rock) Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave .,
Portland. 773-6886.
Doctor 0 (rock) Old Port Tavern . 11
Moulton SI., Portland. 774-0444.

13

White......nd McHale (Irish music)
Taylor Whiteside on guitar, violin and
accordion and Allan McHale on guitar,
mandolin and banjo perform traditional
Irish and country music 5-7 pm-in the
College Room of the USM Portland
Campus Center, Portland. Free and
open to the public. For more information, call 780-48t2.
Portland Sy,..hony Orche.t..
(classical) Pianist Jeffrey Siegel will
join the PSOin a performance in Ravel's
Piano Concertoin G Major and Franck's
Symphonic Variations. Also on the
program are Sibelius' Karelia Suite.
Op. 11 and Hindemith·s Symphonic
Metamorphoses of Themes by Weber.
Performance is at 7:45 pm in Portland
City Hall Auditorium. Concert is preceded by a free concert preview at 6 :30
pm in the auditorium. Tickets are $25$t O. For more infonmation. call 7738191.

continued on pogo 14

OPEN EVERY NIGHT AT 8
HAPPY HOUR THURSDAY & FRIDAY 5-8

THE MOON DANCE CLUB. 427 FORE ST,
772-1983

""O""!
exclusive at Raoul's

SUNDAY, MARCH 11th, 9 PM

Tile lIel he,e.
visit Maine's #1 Dine & Dance Club

-

\
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CaseD Bay

crmlinued from
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STAGE
. Tues. - Sat. • 11 :30am - 10:30pm, Sun. 4:30pm - 10:30prnl
Closed Mondays. Sunday Night Blues Jam

The Invnignlnt New England pre-

Raoul's Dance Party
Mat. 7
Holy Ghosl, PooIand
Mat. 9
Salem MA, Private
Mat. 10
Raoul's Dance Party
Mat. 14
Mat. 16-17 Bretton Woods, NH

Mat. 21 Raoul's [}jnce Party
Mat. 23-24 Bruno's, Portland
Mat. 28 Raoul's Dance Pany
Mat. 3G-31 WU-XAN Saco, foonerly Flanaga ns
April 4 Raoul's [}jnce Party
April 7 No, Cooway Private

Winners of 4 Maine Music Awards!
Now

IS

March 8,1990

w..k1l'

Every Wednesday Night is Ladies Night at Raoul's with the
Red Light Revue - Ladies Admitted Free!
booking weddings and corporate parties for spring & summer.

Specializing in Weddings, Corporate & Private Functions and Nightclubs,

CALL
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miere of Mark Harelick's play about his
grandfather. a Jewish immigrant from
Russia, who arrived in Galveston,
Texas in 1909 through Mar 11 at the
Theater Project, 14 School St., Brunswick. Performances are Thursdays at
7 pm, Friday-Saturday at 8 pm, Sunday at 2 pm. For ticket information, call
729-8584.
Strange Snow SIeve Metcalfe's play
about the relationship between two VIetnam vets and the romance that develops between one of them and the
other's sisterthrough Mar 11 at Russell
Hall, USM Gorham , Performances are
Thu-Sat at 8 pm, Sun at 5 pm. Tickets
are $6 for the public. For more information, call 780-5483.
Driving Min D.isy Pulitzer Prize
winning play about the relationship between a Jewish widow and her black
chauffeur set in the American South is
being produced by the Portland Stage
Company through Apr 1. Performances
are Tue-Thu at 7:30 pm, Fri at 8 pm,
Sat at 5 and 9 pm and Sun at 2 pm at
the Portland Performing Arts Center,
25A Forest Ave" Portland, For more
information, call 774-0465.
In Llf. T .......... Blow. So H.rd
Shoestring Theater, Portland's community-based puppet theater, presents
an adult puppet tragedy, which ex·
plores oppression and spiritual revival
through poetry in Latin America, Per·
formances are Mar 9-10, 16-17 at the
People's Building, 155 BracketSt, Port·
land. Donations are $5 at the door. For
more information. call 775-0105 or 7741502.
Old.ho.... Masque and Gown presents Roger and Hammerstein's musical Mar 9-10 at 8 pm in Pickard Theater, Bowdoin College. Brunswick.
Admission is $7,50 for the general
public. For more information, call 7253151 .
Anchormen Blues opera by Chicago
playwright Paul Carter Harrison ~ith
music composed by Julius HemphIll of
the World Saxophone Quartet Mar IS17, 23-24 at 8 pm ; Mar 18 and 25 at 2
pm at Shaeffer Theatre, Bates College, Lewiston , Admission is $41$2 .
For reservations, call 786-8161,
T ... Normel H •• rt by LarT)l Kramer,
one of the first major plays about AI DS,
will be read as part of AboutAIDS Day
Mar 17, 1-9 pm at the Theater Project,
14 School St. , BrunSWIck, For more Information , call 729-8584,

SKI TIME!

Here's a baseball oddity". The
man who pitched in the most
major league games in history
never pitched at all
in the majors till he
was 29 years old and yet, despite that
late start, he wound
up pitching more to·
tal games than anyone else ever has".
Hoyt
Wilhelm
pitched in his first
big league game at
age 29 and then
became the ONLY
man EVER to pitch
in over 1,000 big league games.

Ski lovers - after a great day
on the hills, relax with a cool
bottle of Busch Beer.
One of the most incredible
games any batter ever had in
professional baseball wa~ by J~y
Clarke. ,. Playing for CorsIcana In
the Texas League in 1902, Clarke
- unbelievably hit 8 home runs

in ONE GAME!... No other player
in pro ball has ever come close
to that feat... Oddly enough,
when Clarke got to
the majors, he hit only
6 homers in 9 years!

Busch Beer
brewed with all
natural ingredi·
ents. It is a smooth,
refreshing beer,
When you head for
the mountains bring a 12 or suit·
case pack of Busch
Beer. The store to
replenish your
supply of Busch Beer just may
be a little too distant from
your mountain cabin. When
was the first baseb all game e v e r
broadcast o n radio ?". [t was a
game between Philadelphia and
Pittsburgh on Aug. 5, 1921, on
the world's first commercial radio
siation, KDKA in Pittsburgh. Beer

is a good part of the Good
Life!

The Portland Museum of
Art's paper recycling pollcy.

OUT OF TOWN

Albert.'. C.f., 21 Pleasant St. , Portland, Group show through Mar 15,
featuring the work of Jennifer Peck,
Lynne Brunelle, David Busch, Joyce Bowdoin College M ....um of Art,
Dolley, Mary Jane Egan, Brian Hoye,
Brunswick, 'Marsden Hartley in BavNelson Lowry, Joyce Roessler, Jamie
aria' and 'American Modernism, 1900Salamon, Abigail Spring and Andres
1940' through Apr 14 and 'Paper
Verzosa, 775-1514.
Horses: Popular Chinese Woodcuts'
ARb C.llery. USM Portland Camthrough Apr 29. Hours: Tue-Sat 10 ampus Center, "The Prairie Years, 19704 pm, Sun 2-5 pm, 725-3275,
1990' features mixed media works by Hobe Sound C.ller1_ North, 58
Patricia DuBose-Duncan depicting the
Maine St., Brunswick. 'Coastto Coast:
vanishing grasslands of the MidNest
recent work by five contemporary artthrough Mar 16, Hours: Mon-Sat 10
ists from Los Angeles, New York and
am-9 pm, Sun 12-5 pm. 780-4090.
Maine through Apr 7. Featured are
Art C.llery .t Six Deering, PortSusan Webster. Katarina Weslin, Chris
land, Exhibit of oil paintings by prizeDuncan, Hoon Kwak and Francine Mawinning artist Jonathan Hotz. Show
tarazzo. Hours: Tue-Sat 10 am-S pm,
continues through Mar 24. Hours: Tue725-4191,
Sat 11 am-5 pm for the first two weeks Selnt Jos.ph'. CoIlag•• Wellehan
of the months, by appointment thereafLibrary, Win<flam, Photography show
ter. 772-9605,
of color photographs with differential
B.rrldon C.I ........ 26 Free St., Portinterference microscope by GarT)l Fox
land. 'Utiliti: useful objects by gallery
and recent landscape photography by
artists through Mar 31 . 772-5011 .
Wayne Waichunas through Mar 18.
B.yvlew G.II.ry, 75 Market St., Port892-8766 ext. 791,
land. Recent work by Helen st. Clair University 01 M.I_ M ......., of
through Mar 31, Hours: Mon-Sat 10
Art, Orono. 'Woman Figured by Man:
am-8 pm. 773-3007,
exhibit of the ways 20th century male
COng.... Squa ... C.llery, 594 Conartists represent women in their work
gress St., Portland. 'Color: feafuring
through Mar 16. (Exhibit will be disHenry Isaacs' pastels and oils, and
played again May 16-June 15.) Hours:
Meg Brown Payson's oils and oil pastel
Mon-Fri 8 am-4:3O pm, Sat 1-4 pm ,
through Apr 2. 774-3369.
581-2355.
Ev.ns G.llery, 8 Pleasant St., Port- USM Art Gellary, Gorham. Paintings
land, 'Desert Cantos' and 'The Pit" by
and drawings by Sigmund Abeles and
RichardMisrachthrough Mar24. Hours:
Richard Lethem through Mar 29. Hours:
Tue-Fri 10 amoS pm, Sat 11 am-5 pm .
Sun-Thu , 12-4 pm, 780-5409,
879-0042,
York Institute Mu.eum, 371 Main
F.O. Bailey Antiquarian., t41
St., Saco, "Objectivity: Selections for
Middle St., Portland, Jewelry by Susan
the Permanent Collection' through midBickford, as well as works by Cindy
Sep; • Pants for Paintings' through midMacKay, Nancy Nevergole, Lois LeOct. Hours: Tue-Wed 1-4 pm, Thu 1-8
onard Stock and Marie Locke, Hours:
pm, 282-3031.
Mon-Fri 9 am-5 pm, Sat 10 am-4 pm ,
774-1479.
Callery 127, 127 Middle St.. Portland,
'Portraits of Abraham Uncoln,' grisaille
paintings by Carlo Pittore through Mar
Song Dyn••ty Painting Slide lec10. Hours : Wed-Fri 11 am-5 pm, Sat
ture on the painters of China's Song
12-4 pm , 773-3317.
Dynasty to be given by Ellen Shiferl
Cood Egg Caf., 705 Congress St.,
Mar 2 was canceled. The Chinese and
Portland. Photographs by J, Peter
American Friendship Association of
Monro and Jonathan Whitney through
Maine thanks everyone who showed
Apr 15. 77.6- 1514,
up anyway. For information on future
M.lne Color Servlc.. 4 Milk St.,
events, call 799-1691 .
Portland, Photographs by MCS emFlora Portrayed: CI••• Ic. of B ....
ployees through Mar 30, Hours: Mont.nic.1 Art Gallery talk on the exhibil
Fri 8:30 am-5:3O pm. 774-4300,
Mar 8, 5:15 pm, Mar 9 at 12:30 pm at
Nancy M.rgoli. Geliary, 367 Fore
the Portland Museum of Art, Congress
St., Portland, "Clay Forms' by James
Square, Portland, Talk is free , with
Watral. Joy Brown and Barbara Diduk
museum admission. For more Inforthrough Mar 10; "Three Dimensional
mation, call 775-8148.
Still Lives' by Katherine BlackJock
K_wledge •• Pow.r: Sign. of
through March, Hours: Mon-Sall0 amLaaming In Americ.n Painting
6 pm. 775-3822.
.nd Fumltu.. Gallery talk by Linda
P.yaon C.II.ry of Art, Westbrook
Docherty, assistant professor of art,
College, 716 Stevens Ave" Portland.
Mar 11 at 3 pm in the Walker Art
'Alice Schille: View from North Africa'
Building, Bowdoin College, Brunswick,
through Apr 1. Hours: Tue-Fri 10 am-4
Free and open 10 the public. For more
pm (Thu until 9) ; Sat-Sun 1-5 pm , 797·
information, call 725-3275.
954S,
Southwe.t N.Uv. American
Portl.nd Public Libr.ry, Monument
Pottery • • • n Art Fo"" Slide lecSquare , Portland, 'Solitary Bridge:wature and artifact presentation given by
tercolor paintings by Bernie Beckman.
Jack Schneider, followed by a demon·
'Landscapes and Seascapes of New
stration of the forming and decorating
England: photographs by John Bail~
processes Mar 11 , 4 pm at the Center
through March, Hours: Mon, Wed, Fn 9
for the Arts at the Chocolate Church ,
am-8 pm, Too , Thu 12-9 pm, Sat 9 am804 Washington St. , Bath, For more
5 pm, 871 - 1700,
information, call 442-8455,
Portl.nd School of Art, Baxter BuildThe Singularity of R.ph.al'a "Lu·
ing, 619 Congress St., Portland, 'Prints
c ...ti." Patricia Emison, assistant
as Process' through Mar 10 at The
professor of art at U NH. speaks Mar
Baxter Gallery , Hours: Mon-Fri 10 am14, 4 pm in Beam Classroom, BowdOin
5 pm, Thu 10 am-7 pm, Sun 11 am-4
College, Brunswick, Free and .open to
pm,
the public, For more informabon , call
Stein Callery Contempor.ry
725·3151 ,
Class. 20 Milk St., Portland, Blown
and sandcasted vessels and organIC
forms by Neil Drobnis through Apr 15.
Hours: Men-Sat 11 am-5:3O pm ; closed
Tue and Sun. 772-0072,

ART
OPENING
Chrl.tlne'. C.II.ry, 24 US Route 1,
Yarmouth. "Fall Into Winter: pastel
landscape drawings by Phyllis Wolf
Wilkins through Mar 31. Opening reo
ception Mar 8, 6-8 pm. Hours : Mon-Sat
10 am-8 pm , 846-8128,
Element. Gellery, 56 Maine St., Bru nswick, "Metal Message." a group show
of sculpture, jewelry and objects in
iron , steel and other metals Mar lO-Apr
2S. Opening reception Mar 10, 5-7 pm ,
Hours : Tu&-Sat 10am-8pm, 729-1108.

AROUND TOWN
Portland M ....um of Art Seven Congress Square, Portland. Hours : TueSat, 10-5; Sun, 12-5; Free on Thursday
evenings, 5-9. Traditions in American
Landscape (through Mar 11); "Flora
Portrayed: Classics of Botanical Art
from the Hunt Collection' (through May
13);'Seriallmagery in Prints·and."Colo~
Photographs: Recent AcqulslllOns
(through Apr 15). 775-8148.

OTHER

The Vietnam war resurfaces
in IIStrange Snow"
The psychological holocaust
caused by the Vietnam War will
forever remain just beneath the
surface of American society.
Those who participated in the
conflict are r eminded of i t daily;
for the rest of us, an occasional
movieorbookorplaypopsupto
let uS know that bad things hap·
pen to good people,
"Strange Snow (A Love
Story)" by Steve Metcalf is a,play
that deals with the emotional
aftermath of two Vietnam vets.
Russell Square Theater at USM
is producing the three-person
story - of Megs, the manically
enthusiastic, Tigger-l ikeredneck;
Martha, a sensitive school teacher
with a tendency to take in strays,
and Dave, Martha's depressed
and angry brother. Martha feels
that love has passed her by.
The plot isn't new, but it's
sensitive, and very funny at
times, The set, designed by Charles Kading and constructed by
USM's Stagecraft I and II Labs, is
one ofthebest I've seen this year.

Mark Cole does a wonderful
job as Megs, He turns a mildly
annoying characterinto someone
you could love. Cole's program
notes state that " this is my first
experience as an actor." Let's
hope there are more. His scenes
with WendyFiles(alsoverygood)
are particularly touching" William T emple has a tough JOb of
playing the emotional curmudgeon Dave, but his motives become clear, and in the end he
earns his reprieve.
" Strange Snow" is well directed by USM' s Michael Howard. The i nteractions on stage
indicatea focused effort offstage.
Howard describes the playas
being "about love and healing
old wounds and how we deny

ourselves ...

/1

Don'tdenyyourself. Drive out
to Gorham to see USM's latest
production. May we always be
reminded of things that are important. "Strange Snow" continues through Mar. 11.

MlrgRn Sh.,..rd

Geometric means to art
Maine Times art critic Edgar the end of the first night of the
Allen Beem said he thinks he was two-day show.
asked to participate in the group
Some were successful, others
show "IOxIO" for two reasons: were not. It is clear that a few
his name would draw people, artists completed the series in a
and nobody would review the hurry, while others took time.
show.
Bill Curtsinger'S female nude
The organizers, the artists photographs taken underwater
themselves, were right to assume were engaging. The painted red
the first. People came in droves lips of the otherwise faceless
to discern the work of Beem and model wereheronlydistinguishthe other artists, who are all well ing feature as she moved about
known in Maine. But how could the pool in the series. Marjorie
they assume we wouldn't review Moore' s repeated cut-outs of
it? The opportunity to review Bambi rotated slightly throughwork by Beem was one I couldn't out the series added a funky pop
pass up.
element.
The artists who organized the
[ enjoyed the work of Edgar
show began last November. The Allen Beem the most. His caricaimpetus, said artist Kate Ma- tures of some of Maine's celebrihoney, was to have a fun event ties-John Payson, John Hultberg
during a dreary time of year. For and Dean Velentgas - wereright
"IOxl0," 10 artists each prepared on. The one of Velentgas looked
10 works, each a 10x10-inch just like him. Beem's rather silly
square and priced at $100. The sketches, a satyrtweakingtheteat
artists can each rake in $1,000 of his nymph, were whimsical
(which is actually lOxl0x10), The and lighthearted. Hesaid he does
arithmatic wouldn't have been the sketches, not the caricatures,
so much fun if the show was with his left hand and only when
called "9x9,"
he is drunk. They look it.
The show, held at HobeSound
All of the work had a whimsiGalleries North's former Port- cal and lighthearted sensibility.
land location, was a benefit for And the artists used the lO·bythe artists themselves. What a lO-inch square well. But that
concept! It was the most amazing didn't really matter anyway. The
display of self-promotion [ have turnout was massive. "10xl0"
ever seen. And it worked. most was fun.
of the works had already sold by
Leslit Morison

M.I_ Art Exhibit in W ••hlngton,
D.C. Maine State Society of Washington, D,C. in cooperation with the Maine
Arts Commission is sponsoring a juried
competition for a show to be held at the
Sumner School Gallery June 7-28. The
exhibit is open to artists who are legal
residents of Maine, whose work has
already been on exhibit and who have
not had a major one-person gallery
show Deadline for entry is April 1. All
in teres led artists should contact Kathy
Ann Jones at the Maine Arts Commission at 289-2724 for more information
and application form.
Recurring Th...- and Changing
Texts: Tha Work of Edger Allan
Bssm Samples of Maine Times art
critic's work from Arts, Yankee, Down
East, The Portland Review of the Arts
and other publications focus on the
process of writing and reporting. Wriling samples are on exhibit through
March in the Portland Room at the
Portland Public Ubrary, Five Monument Square" Portland. For more information, call 871-1700 ext 747.
"ltamativ. Medlwns 1990 Visual
and performancearthappening to raise
money for AIDS research and support
Mar 29 at Alberta's Cafe and Zootz in
Portland, Organizational business
meeting every Wednesday at 8 pm
through Mar 29 at Zootz, 31 Forest
Ave" Portland, For more information,
call 799-5127.

SENSE

Women In Witchcraft in Early New
Engl.nd Carol Karlson, author of "The
Devil in the Shape of a Woman: Witchcraft In Colonial New England: discusses why certain people were vulnerable to accusations of witchcraft
and possession, and provides insight
into the fears that were manifestations
of deeper sexual, religious and economic tensions Mar 8, 4:30 pm in
Rooms A,B, and C in the Campus
Center of USM, Portland, For more
information, call 874-2214,
Monkey B.y by Elaine Ford Lecturediscussion led by Charlotte Renner on
Ford's book Mar 8, 7 pm at Thomas
Memorial Library, 6 Scott Dyer Rd,.
Cape Elizabeth. Free and open to the
public. For more information, call 7991720.
Amne.ty Int.mational Portl.nd
Cro,. is having a letter writing and
book review event Mar 9, 6:30 pm at
Raffles Cafe Bookstore, 555 Congress
St.. Portland, The event will focus in
International Women's Day and
Women's History Month. For more information, call 874-2351 .
Tow.rd • Po.t-Columbi.n World
Lucy Uppard. art critic from NYC,
speaks as part of Women's History
Month Celebration at USM Mar 9. 5:30
pm in Luther Bonney Auditorium, USM
Portland. Free and open to the public,
For more information, call 780-4289,

Portland Sufi Order Public Classes
'The Music of Life' (Hayat) Mar 11,
6:30-8 pm at 232 St, John St., (use
back door), Portland, For more information, call Mufti Jaccarino at 8742938 or Hayat Schecter at 657-2605,
AIl.matlv. Education A ••ocl.·
tlon The steering committee will be
holding a meeting at John Martin's
Manor in Aubum on Mar 12at3:3O pm
Current members as well as those who
are interested in becoming members
of the steering committee are encouraged to attend, For more information,
call 766-2228,
T ... Futu. . of tha Kennebec Marvin
Rosenblum of the State Planning Office speaks Mar 13, 5 pm at Ihe Maine
Maritime Museum, 243 Washington St..
Bath, Cost is $6 for members, $8 for
non-members, For more information.
call 443-1316,
Cambodi.n ... fugee Dlth Pren, who
was profiled in the movie 'The Killing
Fields' and currently a reporter/photographer for the New York TImes.
speaks Mar 13, 8 pm in Pickard Theater, Bowdoin College, Brunswick, TIckets for seating are available at the
EventsOffice, Moulton Union. For more
information, call 725-3151.
C.I. Set.mt. I ....ge Project Talk
and demonstration by Richard
Podolsky, director of the project at the
Island Institute Mar 13, 4 pm in Beam
Classroom. Visual Arts Center, BowdoIn eonege, Srunswlck, I'ree and open
to the public, For more information, call
725·3151.
D •• ktop Publishing Seminar Com·
puterland is offering a free workshop
on Aldus Pagemaker Mar 13, 9-11 am
or 2-4 pm at Computerfand Maine, 28
Adantic St., S, Portland. To reserve a
place, call Warren at 774-1309, .

Casco Bay Weekly's Calendar Listings will expand to includeEarth Day 1990 eventsin
April. If you or an organization you're involved with is
organizing an event on or
about April 22, or if you know
about some global event worth
celebrating locally, send the
who, what, where, when and
why to:
Earth Day Listings
Casco Bay Weekly
187 Clark St.
Portland, ME 04102

Downtown Vi.lon, a celebration of
urban living and a plan for Portland's
future. City of Portland's planning board
has prepared a draft of a Downtown
Plan. Public workshops to review a
preliminary draft of the Plan are being
held Mar 13and 20 at 3:30 pmin Room
209 City Hall, 398 Congress St., Portland. For more information, call 8743000 ext. 8723,
U.lne Anl ....l · Sanctuary Monthly
meeting open to anyone interested in
animal welfare Mar 13, 7:30 pm at
Clark Memorial Church, 15 Pleasant
Ave., Portland, For more information,
call Edith Estes at 773-5054,
S .... II Busine•• Tax Wo....hop
Workshop provides a detailed presentation of business taxes Mar 13, 9 am12 noon at the USM Portland Cam·
pusn Center B. Portland, The workshop is free, but pre-registration is
required, For more information, call
780-4205.
Youth Aliy.h will be highlighted althe
Hadassah meeting Mar 13, 7:30 pm at
the Jewish' Community Center, 57
Ashmont St., Portland, Rabbi Seth
Frisch will be the featured speaker.
Each year Hadassah fulfills a multimillion dollar commitment to Youth
Aliyah's maintenance and education
programs, For more information , call
775-8702,

Archltalx Architecture lecture series
at the Portland School of Art continues
with 'Dreams and Daydreams' given
by Winton Scott, Mar 14, 6:30 pm at the
Baxter Building, Portland School of Art,
619 Congress St., Portland. Free and
open to the public. For more informa·
tion, call 775-3052,
Text Th.t M.U.r Richard Barringer,
director of Pu blic Policy and Management at USM. discusses 'Presidential
Power' by Richard E, Neustadt and
Mary Woodward of USM's Honor Program discusses 'Dear Theo' by Vincent Van Gogh Mar 14, 7 pm at USM
Honors House, 102 Bedford St., Portland, Free and open to the public, For
more information, call 780-4330,
T.k. Not. New England Foundation
for the Arts is sponsoring a jazz marketing workshop which ' will focus on
the preparation and use of cost effective promotion materials Mar 14, 5- 10
pm al Mad Horse Theater, 955 Forest
Ave" Portland. Registration is $10, For
more information, call Stephanie Ancona at the New England Foundation
of the Arts at 617-492-2914.

HELP

Juvenile Diabet_ Foundation
meets Mar 13, 6:30-8 pm at 10 Bailey
Building , USM Gorham, Kenneth Farbert, International Director of Research
for JDF, will speak on the latest in diabetes research . For more information,
call 854-1810,
Adult Child ... n 01 Alcoholic.
Friends Care, a group of USM students
for people recovering from substance
abuse, is offering a series of public
lectures. A discussion and overview of
the Adult Children of Alcoholics organization Mar 14, 7 pm in the USM Portland Campus Center Amphitheater on
Bedford Street. The lecturer is Sleven
Andrews, a consultant and trainer in
the field of alcoholism and drug abuse,
Free and open to the public, For more
information, call 874-6595,
Multlpl. Scla...i. Hom. C ....
Coursa 10-session home care course
for people caring with someone with
multiple sderosis is being held Wednesdays, 7-9 pm at York Hospital's
Ellis Conference Room, beginning Apr
4, The coarse includes topics such as
neurology and MS, home nursing skills,
physical therapy and exercise, The
sessions are free and open to people
with MS and their caregivers, For more
information, call Susan Greenwood at
761-5815 or HlOO-322-5815.
Dep .....iv. .nd Manic Dep....
.Ive Anonymou. Support and information group meets Mondays, 7 pm In
Room 2, Dana Center, Maine Med,
Portland, For more information, call
774-HELP.

H.O.P.E. Self-help support groups with
facilitators meet weekly to help heal
the emotional pain associated wilh
serious diseases. Meetings are at Unity
Church, 16 Columbia Rd., Portland,
Tuesdays 2-4 pm, 5-7:30 pm and
Thursdays 10 am-12 noon. There are
also sdpport groups for the family and
friends of the ill which meet Thursdays,
7-9 pm. For more information, call 1800-339-HOPE.
Cumb....nd County Child Abu••
& Neglect Council The council
offers four programs to help promote
the well-being of children and their
families: AdoiescentServices Network,
a quarterfy forum which facilitates networking among adolescent service
providers, interested community members and adolescents. and engages in
advocacy in their behalf; Case Managers GrouP. monthly meeting to offer
feedback and assistance coordinating
services for chronically neglectful
families; In-Service Training. free inservice training for teachers and other
service providers to help them identify,
report, treat and prevent child abuse;
and Teacher Re--certification, 100week
course focuses on issues ofchildabuse
and neglect and is available to all school
districts in Cumberland County. For
more information, call 874-1120.
F. . . T.x A •• I.t.nca for Sanlors
American Association of Retired People
in cooperation with the IRS offers free
assistance to people over 60, People
can bring tax package. statemenlS of
earning and income and any other tax
related information to the nearest tax·
help location , For more information,
call 1-800-424-1040,
Tax Help Walk-in assistance Mon-Fri,
8:30 am-4 :3O pm at Mall Plaza, S,
Portland. Phone help : State Income
Tax, 1-800-452-1983; Federal Income
Tax. 1-800-424-1040,
P....nts Anonymous is a self-help
program for parents undergoing daily
stress with their children and who are
seeking help to develop better parenting skills, You can contact PA in Portland at 871-7411, All meetings are
free, ronfidential and informal.
The F.mily CrI.l. S ...lt.r provides
weekly women's support groups in
Portland and Brunswick offering mutual support and education for women
who are and have experienced vio·
lence in their relationships , For locations and meeting times, call FCS at
874-1197.
Dlvorca P...pectlva. is a group for
people considering or facing problems
of a divorce or breakup of a relationship. The group meets every Wednesday - 52 weeks a year - at 7:30 pm at
Woodfords Congregational Church,
202 Woodfords St, Portland, Donation
is $1 ,50,
AA M_tlng. Interp.. ted for t ...
H.aring Impaired First Monday of
month Remember When Group in
Portland, 8 pm; third Friday Cape Elizabeth, 8 pm; 3rd Monday Keep Coming
Back Group in Portland, 8 pm; fourth
Wednesday Double Dozen Group in
Portland, 7:30 p.m. Call Central Service Office at 774-3034 for more information.
WINCS Singl. P ....nt S,.port
Oro,. meets Thursdays, 7-9 pm at
the Community Center, South Port·
land Gardens, MacArthur Circle, S.
Portland, For more information, call
772-2287,
Credit Counseling Centa.., Inc.
is a non-profit famIly financial counseling center, The counselors proVIde pro·
fessional counseling to families needing guidance in money management,
in family budgeting. and in the wise use
of credit. For a confidential interview,
call 878-2874 or 1-800-882-2227,
MADD We.kly Victim Support
Croup Survivors, their families and all
whose lives have been changed dramatically at the hands of a drunk driver
may share the emotional aftermath of
such a crime with others of the same
experience, The group meets Thursdays. 7 pm at the MADD office, 9
Deering St. , Portland, For more information, call 773-MADD,
Re.olva Support network for infertile
people sponsors workshops and support groups, For more information, call
774-4357 or 846-4379,
Young F.the.. Program at the
Portland YMCA, 70 Forest Ave,. offers
a support group for young fathers every
Monday at 6 pm. Educational groups
are held on the second Tuesday of
each month. For more information, call
Betsy at 874-1fl1 ext. 221.
Tr.n.upport is a non-profit, non-sexual, social and educational peer support group for transsexuals,
crossdressers, their families, friends
and people interested in gender issues. Meetings are held every other
Sunday at 6 pm, For more information,
call 854-3528 or write to Transupport,
P,O. Box 17622, Portland 04101.
The AIDS Project, 22 Monument
Square (fifth floor), Portland, lists many
support groups around Portland for
PWAs and the lovers, caregivers and
friends of PWAs, For more information,
call 774-6877,
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Did you read
last week's
issue of this
paper?
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The BEST '
solution is

DRINKING

Always
Naturally Pure

MODEL 500· Counter Top: Made of StaJnless Steel
with Plastic Stand. Easily connected to your faucet
In minutes. Can be converted to Below Sink Model
with Accessory Kit

For a FREE home
demonstration or
more information,
contact

J..I.)b~§¥I
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Chol••t.rol Sc ....nlng sponsored
by the Center for Health Promotion
Mar 8-10, 11 am-6:30 pm in the Maine
Mall, S. Portland. Fee is $7, which
includes test results, counseling and
information on cholesterol. For more
information, call n4-7751.
Harba for tha F.mlly H....r Learn
to integrate locally available medicinal
plants into family health care. Threeday series begins Mar 10, and continueson Mar 24 and Apr 18. Feeof$120
covers all supplies and classes. For
more information, call Corinne Martin
in Bridgton at 647-2724.
A H •• lthy Day for M.n One-day
conference will include workshops on
physical, emotional, psychological and
spiritual aspects of well-being Mar 17,
8:30 am-3:45 pm at USM Portland.
Fee is $50, including lunch. For more
information, call 874-6500.
W.II_•• W_kend Workshop introduces participants to a selection of
well ness related disciplines, and integrate healthy and exciting activities
into daily life Mar 23-25 at the Notre
Dame Institute in Alfred. Program is
offered by Lifeline at USM. Fee is $160,
including workshops, lodging, meals.
Registration deadline is Mar 14. For
more information, call Gabriel Williamson at Lifeline at 781-4170.
Stretch .nd To_ Worltout choreographed to the rlhythmsofjazz Tuesday and Thursday morning, 8:15-9:15
at the Portland Schoot of Bailey. 341
Cumbertand Ave., Portland. For more
information, call Karen Marino at 871-

SPORT

Mal_ ucroe_ Club is preparing
for its 1990 spring season. Anyone
interested in playing, coaching and
managing please contact David
Mehlhorn at n4-8665 or write Maine
Lacrosse Club, c/o David Mehlhorn, 39
Cumberland Ave, Portland, ME, 04101.
APINII.chl.n Mount.ln Club March
Programs Snowshelter Building Mar 911; Ski Festival Mar 10-11; and Winter
Camping Mar 16-18. All workshops are
held at the Appalachian Mountain
Club's Pinkham Notch Camp in New
Hampshire. For more information, call
603-466-2727.
Co.chlng Youth Sport. The Amer~
can Coaching Effectiveness Program
will be offered at Memorial Middle
School in South Portland Mar 21, 28
and Apr 4, 6:30-9:30 pm. The course is
for any adult who is coaching a sport or
thinking about coaching a sport. Participants will learn about coaching philosophies, coaching objectives and
goals, first aid, time management,
teaching skills and coaching styles.
The cost for materials is $20 per person. To register, cl1l1 799-7996.
Portland Rugby Club is training for
its 21st season. Athletes of diverse
size and ability needed. Two competitive sides fielded every Sat; over-35
old boy side every third Sal. No experience necessary. For more information,
call Roy Dunfey at 799-5105.

,
-,I

Sports quotes
of the week
... " A boxing match is like a
cowboy movie. There's got to
be good guys and there's got
to be bad guys. That's what
people pay for-to see the bad
guys get beat." Muhammud
Ali, after defeating Sonny Liston in Lewiston, Maine many
moons ago. cc: Mike Tyson.
... "There are two things
that are no fun for me in
gambling. One is gambling so
recklessly that you must lose.
The other is gambling so carefully that you arcn't gambling." Pete Rose did not say
this, although it fits. Give
sportswriter Larry Merchant
credit.
... "He's Mr. Intrigue. He
needs to know everything. He
even knows the serial number
ofthe Unknown Soldier." John
Madden, CBS sports wit,commenting on the former general manager of the raiders Al

7093.

Heatth Screenings Health Promotion Program of Community Health
Services sponsors adult health screening for diabetes, anemia, colorectal
cancer, high blood pressure and cholesterol. Time permitting, two or more
tests per person are available. Donation. Date, time and locations are as
follows: Mar 8, 10 am-12 noon at Eight
Corners Church in Scarborough; Mar
13,10:30 am-12 noon atOakleafTerrace in Freeport; Mar 14, 12:30-2:30
pm atTown hall in Cape Elizabeth; Mar
21,9:30-11 :30 am at Community Building in Windham; Mar 26, 1-3 pm at
Town Hall In Scarborough; Mar 28,
9:30-11 :30 am at St. Anne's Church in
Gorham. For more information, call
775-7231 ext. 551

Davis.

WELL

NESS

Integral Splrttual Uvlng Group
meditation and practical guidelines for
integrating mind-body-soul Mar 8, 78:30 pm at the Williston-West Church,
32 Thomas 51., Portland. Free and
open to the public. For more information, call 729-5825.

... "Knowing me, I'll probably bronze it." Steve Fraser,
Greco Roman wrestlcr, after
winning the OS's first-ever
Olympic Gold in that sport.
... "In 1988, a 15-year-old
female patient yawned continuously for a eriod of five
weeks. This feat was considered all the more remarkable
since there is no record of her
being a Red Sox season ticket
holder." Thelma Spinrad,
archivist.
Mike QU;IIn

by Lynda Barry
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Flicks for Kleis Portland Public library (871 -1700): Sat, 10:30 am and
Tue at 3:30 pm. Riverton Branch (7972915): Thu-Fri, 3:30 pm ; Peaks Island
Branch (766-5540): Tue, 3:15 pm;
South Portland Public Library (7992204): Fri, 3:30-4:30 pm.

CLOCK

Children'S Museum of Maine needs volunteers to work as weekend museum
monitors. Monitors watch and maintain
exhibits, greet visitors and provide information. Training is arranged on an
individual or group basis; 12-week
commitment is requested. For more information, call the Center for Voluntary
Action at 874-1015.
Community Employment Project is looking for carpenters and builders to help
on building sites teaching small groups
of young peopleevetything from repair
to construction. For more information,
call the Center for Voluntary Action at
874-1015.
Parents Anonymous is a self-help group
for parents having problems with their
children, who want to develop better
parenting skills. P.A. needs volunteer
professional help to start new P.A.
groups in southern Maine. Volunteers
need to know how to work with small
groups, understand child development,
have a knowledge of good parenting
skills and are good communicators. A
year's commitment of five hours a week
for a meeting and taking supportive
phone calls is all they ask. For more
information, call Jane Begley at 8717411.
Super City Walk 15-kilometer walk to
raise money for the National Multiple
Sclerosis Society Apr 1 in South Portland and Augusta. Participants raise
pledges to benefit the MS Society and
are eligible to win prizes in recognition
of their fundraising efforts. For more information or to register, call 761-5815.

FOR
KIDS

Slumber P.rty Portland YMCA is
holding a slumber part for kids in kindergarten through sixth grade Mar 10,
7 pm through the following morning.
Cost is $18, including breakfast and
snack. For more information, call
Conrad or Suzanne at874-'I".
Sibling CI ••• for Big Brothers and
Sisters To Be Two-hour activity session to help prepare children ages two
and a half to 10 years old for the arrivat
of a new sibling. Class will be held Mar
11,3-5 pm in the Women's Health Conference Room, Osteopathic Hospital,
Brighton Ave., Portland. Cost is $10.
Sponsored by the Osteopathic Hospital and the Childbirth Education Association. To register, call 781-2694.
Children'. Museum of Main. Winter Workshops "I rish Appreciation Day.a workshop for preschool children Mar
13, 11 am-12 noon at the Children's
Museum, 746 Stevens Ave., Portland.
Free with museum admission. Reservations are encouraged. For more information, call 797-KITE.
Rick Ch.rrat. .nd tha Bubb"
Gum B.nd perform a spring benefit
concert Mar 17, 2:30 pm at the Gorham
High School. TIckets are $6, available
at Cook's County Store, Baxter Library
and Gorham Community Services. Proceeds from the concert will be used to
provide arts programs in the Gorlham
schools. For more information, call83S2104.
How To E.t Llk. A Child Children's
Theater of Maine presents an all-<:hildren production Mar 17, 24, 31 andApr
7 at 10 am in Luther Bonney Auditorium, USM Portland. TIckets are $5 per
person. For more information, call 8540389.
Stort•• for Kleis Portland Public library (871-1700): Mon, Wed and Fri,
10:30 am; Riverton Branch Library
(797-2915): Fri, 10:30 am; Peaks Island Branch (766-5540): Wed, 10:15
am; South Portland Public Library (79S2204): Fri, 10:15 and 11:15 am (3-5
yearolds); Scarborough Public Library
(883-4723): Wed, 10:30 am and 1 pm
(3-5 year olds) and Tue, 6:30 pm (4-5
year olds); Prince Memorial Ubrary,
Cumberland (829-2215): Wed, 10:30
am (2-3 year olds) ; Thu, 10:30 am (35 year oIds).

deadline: noon Monday

ETC

use coupon below

or call Mark Kelleher at 775-6601

a mg services

erson to erson

M.I_ Quilt.: P••t .nd Pre••nt
Exhibit of 50 antique and contemporary quilts including some award-winning quilts Mar 9-11 at the Harraseeket
Inn, 162 Main 51., Freeport. The show
is organized by Pine TreeQuilters Guild,
representing more than 1000 Maine
quilters, and proceeds will benefit the
New England Quilt Museum. Champagne preview party ($15) Mar 9, 6-9
pm. Exhibit is open to the public Mar
10, 10 am~ pm and Mar II, 10 am-3
pm. Admission is $5. For more information, call 773-6952.
Peaks Island Dinner Dance Fish
chowder dinner will be served Mar 10.
4:30-7 pm. followed by contradancing
to the music of Ellen and the Sea Slugs
from 7-10 pm. Dinner will be held at St
Christopher's Parish Hall; dancing will
be in the Peaks Island School gym.
Dinner is $6.50 for adults, $2.50 for
children. Dance is $4 for adults, $1 for
children. Formoreinformation, call 7662854.
Contradance With Shenanigans Mar
10,8:30 pm at Newbegin Gym in Gray.
All dances taught. Beginners/singles
welcome. Admission is $4. For more
information, call 428-3986.
Purim C.mlv.1 Jewish Community
Center is coordinating a celebration
with colorful costumes, food, games
and singing Marl1, 12:15pmatTemple
Beth-EI, 400 Deering St., Portland. For
more information, call n2-1959.
Enrtchacf Gold.n Age Club, 297
Cumberland Ave., Portland, invites men
and women, 60 and over, to Wednesday luncheons ($1.50). Mar 14 program is a st. Patrick's Show. Reservations must be made in advance by
calling 774-6974.
Cant.r for Perform.nc. Studle.
Spnng session of acting classes begin
Apr 9 at the Portland Performing Art
Center, 25A Forest Ave., Portland. For
more information, call n4-2776.
The.t.r CI••••• Spontaneous discovery of self-expression, using dramatic movement, improvisation, gesture and more. Classes begin Mar 20,
Thursdays, 7-8:30 pm at the Mad Horse
Theater, Portland. Classes directed by
Frans Rijnbout. For more information,
call 879-0862.
A Fool .nd HI. Mo_y .re Soon
P.rtacf: J_t Foolln' Fundraising
auction for the Portland Stage Company, featu ring Suzanne and Guys With
TIes, hors d'oeuvres and a cash bar
Mar 31, 5-9 pm at T-Bird's, 126 N.
Boyd, Portiand. Door prizes, raffle and
silent auction for more than 150 items:
trips to London and Dallas, a 1971
Chrysler Imperial, lunch with Portland
Potice Chief Michael Chitwood and
season tickets to the Maine Mariners.
TIckets are $25 before Mar 14, $35
after Mar 14 and at the door. Forreservations, call Cindy Andrews at 7813603.
Fourth Annual Northam N.w
England Trade.woman Confe ..
enc. is being held Mar 3O-Apr 1 in
Montpelier, VI. Maine women interested in attending or carpooling should
contact 797-4801 or 892-7811.
M.I_ Org.nlc F.rm.r .nd GIl ..
den.... A . ._I.tlon is accepting
applications from growers who Wish to
have crops and livestock certified as
meeting MOFGA's standards for organically grown. Both applications and
standards are available from MOFGA,
P.O. Box 2176, Augusta, ME 04338.
622-3118. Completed applications are
due April 1.
Figure Sk.tlng Brian Boitano and
'Kalarina Witt present an evening of
figure skating Apr 15, 7:30 pm at the
Cumberland County Civic Center,
Portland. TIckets are $25, $20 and
$18.50, on sale now. For more information, call 774-3458.
Old Port F••tlv.1 This year's festival
is scheduled for June 10. Intown Portland Exchange is currenHy accepting
applications from food vendors and
entertainers for the festival. IPE is also
looking for entertainers for the Sunday
in the Port series and the Noontime
Performance Series. Anyone interested
in applying may obtain an application
by writing I.P.E., 4n Congress St,
Portland, 04101, or calling 772~828.
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GWM Woody
38 profeSSional,
better ...-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-,
looking
Men type. originally
from Maine, seen the world and
back again, seeks Tom Brokaw
type, John Lone type, William Hurt
type, or any type that's set right.
CBW Bo, B01.
I AM A MUSICAL GAL looking
for a solo guy who wants to play
duets I I am bright, articulate,
attractive, slim, athletic and'
rythmic SWF 32, who would like tal
meet a Jazzy man who IS not afraid
of fast 81h notes and a lot of
Now, not only can you read the personals - but you can also listen
brassl Please include photo, phone,
and
even talk to them!
and key signature. PO Box 1463,
Scarboro, Me, 04074, TPL 22072
Talking Personals are a quick and easy way to Mnd out more about
36 Y.O. WM looking for funthe person pladng the ad, to share more about yourself, or Just to
loving, bright WF 28-36 with good
sense of humor, open-minded, for
see who's out there.
dinner, lunch, e'ploring beautiful
Maine. K inlerested, respond 10
To listen to the Talking Personals In thIs Issue, Just follow these
CBW Box 073, TPL 22073
simple directions:
DWF seeking to fill vacancy of
Significant Other. Position is I
t, Dial t-900-a96-2824 from any phone.
permanent, full-time with'
Each call cost 9S¢ per mInute, billed to your phone.
opportunity for advancemenl.
Succesful candidate Will be WM, :
30-40, and willing to communicate,
2.. When the machine answers, dial access code 2.2..
care and share. Experience not
necessary, but preferred. N
3. Now the machine will ask for a spedftc number.
Georgie Porgies need apply. Ask
Enter the 'TPl' number listed at the end of the ad you
about my excellent benefili plan.
wish to respond to .
Please include resume and phone
number. Bath/Brunswick area.
C8W Box 075, TPL 22075.
4. listen to the recorded message, and leave your
36-26-36, 5-6, 126, SENSUAL
response If you wish. It's as easy as that!
Slimgoodie seeks a very sweet
chocolate Candyman lor my never-I
ending appetite lor a midnight
All calls are screened, Obscene m!tssages wHl be deleted,
tasty dark Candy treat. If you're
To
place
you own Talldng Personal ad, call Mark Kelleher at 775~6601.
thIS midmght treat. write a clever
line to Sllmgoodle at PO Box 7755,
Portland, 04112, TPL 22076.
Sn~ks need not apply.
I STILL BELIEVE in Neil Young,
Hot Chocolate, working hard,
DWF SEEKS man 01 colorl 4G-SO THANKS TO: Ray, Dave, Bill,
SF 40 thoughllul, warm,
buming exhaustion from plaYing
for sincere relalionship I am David, Matt, Billy, Mr. Plaid Pants appreciative, se'lJ<s SIOM, nature
outside, a QOod bolile of scolch,
a\tractlve, Independant, liberated, Greg. Craig, Cory,. Tim, Mark, and and animal lover for mulually canng
conversations with cals,
enjoy music, dancing, Iogelhemess. 'Alice Cooper' lor their replies. and supportive fnendship·
woodsmoke, Levis, cowboy boots
breakfas~ drives In country Phone
relationshlp_ Share outdtpr-Indoor
and sleeping With the window opan.
of the
Best Wishes 10 all, SWF 241!
and photo please. CBW Box 090,
adventures, country roads,
SWF, f>.11 .. 30, and looking for a
ATTRACTIVE
BLACK
FEMALE
TPL 22090
mountain trails, X·C skiing,
country boy. CBW Bo, 077, TPl
PROFESSIONAL SWF 2S. Nice early 30s, Intelligent, willy, camping, canoeirg. Values honesty,
22077
gal looking for nice guy. Do you professional, with interests in communication, ~ndness, and socal
GWM SEEKING SAME for
appfy? Enjoy movies, outdoors, global politics, social issues, lilms, conscience. CBW Bo, 001, TPL
SWF 24 atlraclive,
fnendship and possible relationtravelhng, Red Sox, and Bruins and dancing. Would like 10 meet a 22001
outgoing, (not a bimby)
ship. I'm 32 (II that matters) 5-8,
Good
sense 01 humor prelerred. tall, handsome man With Similar SWF 24, very pretty, petite, slim,
140, blonde hair, blue eyes. I like
seeks SWM 27-35,
interests_ CBW Bo, 002, TPL
CBW Box 088, TPl 22086
mUSIC, theater, sporls, dancingl
professional and educated. No
outgoing, opttmlstlc,
HI! Looking for a mid·30s guy? rm 22002
Many other varied '"terests. 1f
alcohol, cigarelles, drugs meat or
attractive. Write if you'd
Irish, large but not fat, self- SEEKING: Prolesslonal SIOWF religion. Seek financially secure
you'd like to make a new friend or
confident but not a legend in my 40·55, who IS canng, allractlve, SWM 25-45 wllh Similar lraits lor
enjoy some outdoor
are looking for that special
own mind. Accused of slight passionate and desires a friend and long term monogamous relanonshlp.
someone,lers meet CBW Box 078,
adventures. Reborns
craziness (Quilty?). Great smile lover to grow wllh in singlehood. Phone and photo please. CBW Box
TPL 22078
and rehabs need not
and laugh, Wicked sense of humor. Seek recognition for your 009, TPL 22009
GWM 30S PROFESSIONAL, 6reply. CBW Box OOB,
Prefer snow bathed in sunlight, expenence and authentiCity?
3, 175, dark hair, bearded, hairy,
NICE GUYS don't finish last with
athletic, aJnous. Love animals, ~ds, Unappreciated by men your own me!
TPL 22008
bedroom eyes. Holding out lor the
DWF 33 would like to meet 33and
Sunday champagne brunch. age~ Then write thiS appreciating,
right person. Prefer the same in a
pleasing SWM 25, who's also 42 non-smoker. I would like 10 share
Interested
in
DISWF.
29+
who
is
person. Phone and security with
Winner recAI/es two
happy with life, very human, Intelligent, warm, discreet, similar qualities such as being
Ihelr sexuality a must. No Bls or
free mOVie tickets
poSitive, enjoys laughing. LeI's attractive and well-built. I enJoy conSiderate, honest, romantic, and a
married persons. PO Box 6101,
compliments 01 Maine
paint
the town green on SI. quiet evenings together. Photo nice personality. Let's be friends
Falmouth, ME, 04105, TPL 22079
Mall Ciremas
Patricks day. Write With number If appreciated _ PO Box t8167, first. Photo apprecialed. CBW
Box 010, TPL 22010
DWM LOOKING for a nice honest,
interesled. CBW Bo, 091, TPL Po~and, 04101 TPL 22003
faith lui woman who IS chem-free,
22091
BASKETBALL, BASEBALL, WHERE ARE YOU? I (middle
OIce-looking and has a nice SWM 25 sincere, easy goinl'
Portland buSiness· racquetball, Canadian Brass, aged male artist) looked for you
personality, 33-39, who knows how attractive, mentally and physical~ UNCOMMON
man
40,
single,
6-1,190, warm, Mussorgsky, Soosa. Depechs Mode, (female, 40s) at The Movies the
10 treat and satisfy a true and fit. Hopeless romantic. Not IOta the
honest
success
lui,
Sincere, seeks The Cure, November, Wolverines, Public Ubrary, Utile Willie's, etc. I
honest nice· lookIng male, 41, who ber scene. Hoping to meet a single family minded non·smoklng
woman Badgers, Snowdrops, Chinese saw Henry V, Romero, Roger 'n Me,
likes beach walks and wood walks woman 21·:lO who is intelligenl, 25·35 for long term Intimate
food, or an October moon. SM 28, la Boheme, 12th Night Cymbeline,
and intimate times. CBW 088, TPL secure, indepandanl, in shape, a relationship. Please send photo and seeks a Portland SF 24-31, lor a Grannia, but not you. They were
22088
lover of 01 the ouldoors, and a non· phone to PO Bo, 4714 DTS, night at the theatre and beyond. great but I miss you-your lively and
30s GM, ACTIVE in the arts, smoker. She is attractive and Portland,04112
Include prone number. please_ Prolo intelligent inSights, your
intense. genUe, meditator, seeks sensous, enjoys the mountains, the IS THERE A PRETTY damsel in optional. CBW Bo, 004. TPL companionship, your femaleness,
your you·ness. Don. CBW Bo, OIl,
creative, reasonably secure ocean and everything in between, dislress out there whom I could 22004
TPL 22011
COOlpanion 10 share Ue's challenges, and prefers a man With dark
rescue (from a dull existance) GM .47, healthy body and brain,
humor, emotional honesty, features. She seeks a secure, who's not too young, yet not too looktng for co·consplrator to share
Intellectual curiosity, cullure honest, monogamous relationship old, say 37·57, who'd like to keep life's Ironies. Spiritual explorer,
nature, quiet, non'motorized, non: that will last I know it's possible I W me company while I build a little socially conclentious, well-traveled,
televiSion oriented recreation you take a chance (with anything) house., the country? Educated and
music, hiI(Jng, theater, cats and
without drugs or smoking. PO Bo, and fall, you are no worse off than emotionally secure? Counlrylclty likes
dogs, mOVies, good food, quiet
7762, DTS, Portland, ME, 04112
when you started. tf you don't you onented? FleXible and adventurous, conversatton_ Dislikes easy answers,.
GWM 18 looking lor friends to can only wonder what might have not a tomboy but likes 10 wear heels pretense. noisy parties, tobacco.
share fun times. I'm 5-9, 150 been . I look forward to your and dresses occaSionally? If y'ou're CBW Bo, 005, TPL 22005
brown hair, brown eyes I like response. Photo appreCiated but a non·drinker and would hke to LESBIAN, 35, profeSSional,
running, dancing, music, and not necessary. CBW Box 082, TPL e'plore the compata~lity quotient Portland area. Pellte, attractive,
traveling. Not looking for one 22082
with this considerate, aflecllonate quick humor. Enloys various
nighters. CBW Box 087, TPL SHY SWM 27, native Mainer, bul man, please contacl me With your activities In nature, also wrillng,
22087
new 10 Portland, seeks Stngle gal, photo and phone. CBW Bo, 093, reading, cooking. Likes going out
THREE SWM, gilted, seeking fun 20·36. I enjoy classIC rock, danCing, TPL 22093
and being at rome Values personal
loVing female trio, anything goes, 18 convertables (mine l) and good
and spintual growth and
10 80, blind, cnpple or Cfazy, and if conversation. If you are intelligent, TALK ABOUT RAREITIES, I'm a relationships_ Selectively looking
you can't walk we'll wheel you, lor allract,ve, and have a good sense 21y.o GWM, attractive, educated, lor an interesllng woman to spend
weekend romps In the greal white of humor please contact. CBW Box honest, stable and secure with my time With, get to know as a fnend,
north. Must be sincere. Photo. 083, TPL 22083
life and sexuality. Work full time pOSSibly more. Include phone
CBW Box OBO, TPL 22080
WANTED: GALLEY SLAVE for and allend USM full lime. So, I'm number. CBW Box 006, TPL
GOOD LOOKING profeSSional 32' sloop. Long hours sailing, no very limited In meeting people and 22006
SWM 28, 5-10. 160, looking for pay, lot's of love. Applicant should trying 10 get to know them and GWM 3D, STABLE, recently come
SWF 23-30 lor conversallon, be younger, at teast average establish good friendships and to terms With being gay. Nice
dinner, adventure and interesllng looking, tnm, lovable, e'perience a possible relationships, which IS why looking, kind, open, emot'onal bul
times. Looks aren't everything but plus but will train suitable I placed an ad in CBW. I beheve In not effem inate. EnJOy: e'ploring
would be nice. Photo appreciated. applicant from Feb. to June. SWM romance and courtship: call me old coasl, mountains, and nature;
CBW Bo, 081. TPL 22081
captatn, just 50, tall, tnm. Resume fashioned bul that's an Italian for plants, pizza, photography and
SWF 24 attractive, outgOing, (not 10 CBW Box 084, TPL 22084
you_ Send letter, photo, you have guys wllh goals, interests and
a blmby) seeks SWM 27-35, SOON RETIRED 59 brunette, nothing to lose, everything to gain . sincerity who communicate honestlY.
outgoing, optimistic, allracllve. small income. Webster·cunnmg. CBW Box 092, TPL 22092
Not promiscuous, I believe
Wnte if you'd enJoy some outdoor 179, pleasant, 5-3, chem-free_ YOUNG SF, eclectic but shy, IS friendship and trust IS Vital In anyl
adventures. Reborns and rehabs Near 6ft? 55-65, easy gOing? looking for a bramy guy; sense of relationship. If you've been hesItant
need not reply. CBW Bo, 008, TPL Seeks Similar to put arm around. humor also sought, and perhaps a answering ads, I was too, but drop
Object Warm Maine winters. CBW little malice aforethought. CBW me a note, even if you'd just like 10
22008
Box 085, TPL 22085
talk. CBW Box 007, TPL 22007
Bo, 074, TPL 22074

Can we taIk'.
About personals'.
You bet we can.

ERSONAL

So let's talk personal!

SPECTRUM
INTRODUCTIONS
• Men ' Women • Couples'
We're not Just the newest kids on the block. Call now
to receive Information on our MINI-MATCH/ESCORT
SERVICE and complete Dating and [ntroductlon
services. We welcome people of all walks of life, and
you don't have to
be single to Join. We can even help couples who find
themselves wanting to Increase their clrde of friends.
For a limited time, we offer a free lifetime
membership with your.(!rst match, and you pay
nothing until we find that first match! Call us to see
what we can do for you. You'll be pleasantly surprised
at our low rates and personall:zed service.
We Continue On, Where Other Servfces Leavc Off,

767-2310

MW~~

Compatibles
"The Dating Service That Cares"

You've seen me on Donahue and U.S.A. Today.
As the oldest dating service in N.E., we have
introduced thousands of singles with caring
concern and affordable rates. Why not you?
We're not just another
dating service.
We're Compatibles.
Call for a free
consultation.

PERSONAL

767-1366

-

Portland

783-1500

WEEK

Auburn
Always imitated but never equaled.

\\,\

'\~

When was the last time you met
someone who blew you away?
Don'tleave it to chance. let us introduce you to
someone special. Selectively. Thoughtfully. Cheerfully.
Being single in Maine can
be fun again. Why wait ~fi
any longer? Call
JilU1:;,
The Personallbuch.

'Ifie 'Personaf

31 Exchange St, Portland. ME 041O!
773-1688

r=-:-------------------------------,

·~'Uledish

I

!!lot mmen tJiJ'rt1t]'o ~"

In&..a

1-90u-99

I

1•

musIc essons

IZ services
Winter Craft Classes
Basket Weaving· Batik
Sewing· Ceramics
Faux Boxes • Stenciling
& MORE

85 York Sf. Portland

871-0112· 799-1401

BODYWORI<S
THOROUGH & ORGANIC
FACIAI.5
16-

DEEP MUSCULAR
RElAXATION MASSAGE

...
...

This 8-song cassette "mini
album" is available al your
favorile record slore or
send $5 .9810:
Real Eyes RecorGs
276 State Streel .3
Portland, Maine 04101

ACUTE & CHRONIC
PROBLEMS ADDRESSED
CALL JONI RASKIN
773-0463

FILM OR SLIDES translerred to
videotape . Call Port Star
Productions. Also; marketing
lapes,
weddings.
live
performances, video resumes. Call
775·0514. Ask about joining our
talent files I
COLLEGE STUDENT with truck
available to do odd jobs aIld moving.
Very handy and can fix most
everything. Excellent references,
call any time, day or night, 774·
2159, \eave message.
INCOME TAXES prepared at
reasonable rates . Accurate.
prompt, personal . service .
Electronic filing for qUick refund .
For appointment or estimate call
John HlJdson at 772·1t99, 7AM to
1OPM, 7days aweek.
BOOKKEEPING, accounting, and
tax preparation for businesses and
indiViduals. High caliber work, 16
years experience. reasonable rates.
SM Accounting SerVices, 7974510
CUSTOM SPRAY FINISHERS,
fine furniture, wicker, cabinets,
Window inserts, shutters. All types
01 surfaces. Free pickup and
delivery to our spray lab. Ask for
Fleet at 773·0577 or 871·0960.
A WOMAN'S TOUCH! Wall
papering and painting. Estimates
lor any size job. excellent
references. Call 761-4270
BEGINNING , MIDDLE, or
impasse, no matter what the stage
of your story or essay, no matter
what the state of your writing, I
can help. 892·5476 for
appointment.
BEE·BEE CLEANING SERVICE,
residential and office cleaning for
Ihe ·too busy with important stuff
to worry about cleamng' person.
References available. 878·3259
BOOKKEEPING: Reconcile cheok
books and help in setting up
individual budgets, taxes, or
general bookkeeping. Call Vickie at
761·5880 days or 774·7945

GAYLE

KANE

EZ SKI

RENTALS
DOWNHft.L & X-CDUNTRY

the~(/hed

Insured&:
Bonded
Portland, ME

775-5117

Home, Office, Condo

Casco Bay

-,.,

Services

879-7049

:

Using Mac. Compu(er:
Wo«I 4.0, Aldus P'II"maIcer

773· 7938.761-0715

WHY ISN'T

YOUR

AD
HERE?

775-6601
call t04l.yl

-_.

by appointment

Licensed Substance
Abuse Counselor
Intown Counseling Center
477 Congress SI.
Suite 410
Portland, ME 04101
207-761-9096

775-4010

Insurance Reimbursable

Linden Thigpen
Certified Ma5sagc Therapist

child

I looU jI

"Ii_

BAILMABY
TYPING

**
*

*

,· m
~..

Arts & Letters

12 week 8roup starting to
address AC A issues including
self'esteem, difficulty with
intimacy, establishing
appropriate boundaries and
improvin9 interpersonal
relationships. Experiential
techniques will be used such
as family sculpting, guided
imagery and shame reduction .
Group starting March 8, 5:30
to 7:30 p.m .
More information? Contact

Lucy Chudzik, LSAC

NEW THEATER CLASSES at Mad
774-4540 Horse Theater. A spontaneous
L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--l discovery 01 self-expression using
dramatic
movements,
improvisation, gesture, mime and
Custom Sewing
'n St
Window Treatments other theater exercises. Students
Bridal Gowns \\tC~es
., eT}c il Make new creations will create theater vignettes based
Prom Gowns':>
• ~~..
S
or redo old on personal experience, imagery
Pillows
c ~'v •
curtains and writings. For beginners and
-"Ofr b ~ tIo-i,<oe
and drapes others. Directed by Frans
lZa .t,..
Rijnbout, who has taught at NYU
Interior Decorating· Gift Shop· Alterations
and at the University of Winnipeg.
Tuesday eves., 7·8:30 sta~ing
L___...;5::3~9:.:0:!!c::e!!!an!.H~o~u!.::s:::.e.!.:R::!o!!!ad!...:..;7:.:9::9~-7~8:.:.1:.2_ _ _...J 8March
20th. $80. Call 879-0882
FUN. INTERESTING, pottery
lessons. Beginning or advanced
wheel throwing and hand building.
Low fee roudes lessons, materials,
practice time. Studio 132, 772·
4334
"Nobody likes to hear
Don't Pass ThJs Up
about company dirt.
elCept us."
Resumes
Technical Reports
Transcriptions
Manuscripts
NEEDLECRAFTERS: Earn free
PROMPl', EFFICIENT
gifts and/or cash doing something
Let us hear about your dirt!
774-8410
you love. Creative Circle is looking
for hostesses and instructors. For
further info call 428-3823
EARN UP TO $339.84 per week
!-t
assembling our products at home.
r:::~
Amazing recorded message reveals
';'£:
-:~
details. Ext. 304, 603·895·9588
MAINE SHARE, a fundralsing
jVN:g,:: ~.
umbreela of grassroots groups,
,
Jl pclulr€e _ . Po~I..-.I. ME o;lOt
seeks 2nd part·time organizer.
• Editing • Publishing
Send letter, resume by March 19 to
DIAL-A-HOTLINE
RFD I , Box 80, Liberty, ME
• NewsletIt[$ - Report3
• Trdn5Criptiom • Manuscrip13
04949. Call 1·827·3107 or 1·
Free
touch
tone
info
789·5121 for details.
• Resumes - Brochures
- Announcemenl5
on apts, condos and

CLEANING

c5W'leHA EL 'I\ft TZ
CLASSICAL GUITARIST
MUSic/or Weddings, Receptions,
and all Special Occasions
773-1133 or 761·5870

Therapeutic Massage

PETTY

~

houses for rent/sale.
Brokers, owners: List
your property with the
Voice-Ad Hodine.
- Cost effective rates
- 24-hour access
- Message recording

799·0186

~
DEAR BIRTH MOTIIER; We long
for a precIous white newborn to
adopt and love. We are happily
married, financially secure, and
offer a caring, confidential
adoption. Medical and legal
expenses paid. Call Pat and Don
collect at 516·938·8028

I'W!!l(ql_
IF THERE IS ANYBODY out ther
with color pIloto facilities and is
interested in renting them, please
give me a call at 766-5593

wees

WOMEN'S ACOAJ
CODEPENDENCY GROUP

NEWIMAGES

REIKI HEALING Let this METAPHYSICAL readings from
Japanese enrgy balancing techn~ a spi ~ual perspective oller insi~ht
Maine residents add 5% sales lu. Make
check or money order payable 10
relieve yeur stress and pain, leaVIng and practical application regarding
Real Eyes Records. No cash. please.
you mentally clear, renewed, your current energy field , life
lock lor Sheet Pizza " on Congress
revitalized and feeling GREAT! lessons, past lives, personal
Street Records leatuflng 'Tellcher"
Call Kristen Erico. 2nd degree symbols and archtypes. Tarot
by Dav id Phillips All proceeds "om
readings also available, call Regina
, Street Pllza ' beneht the homeless
Practitioner at 773·1346
GODDESSES OF INITIATION: at 729·0241 .
A workshop for women exploring ASTROLOGY & TAROT card
the cyclical aspects of the hidden, readings. Call for an appointment,
•••• *•••••••••••••••••••••
mysterious, wise woman within. JUdith 846-0606 or 934·1108.
: SOUNDTRONICS:
March 10, 9:30·1:30, Brunswick. WOMEN: Does being in love mean
ME. For registration info call , being in pain? Leam how to chan~e
: ENTERPRISES :
relationship
Regina Schaare at 729·0241 or dysfunctional
Gener« kio I. TJeiwnt :
patterns, Thera~ group now
Jill Fairchild at 773-5932
:
AlI10 AcrmMY Work
:
SAT. MARCH 10 Overeaters forming based on Women Who
:
761-l224
:
Anonymous Serenity Workshop. Love Too Much-, For more
: (L.......... _ ..I :
8:30 • 4:00, 22 Bramhall St. Maine information call 871 ·9256.
:
5auborougl, /tiE 04074
:
WOMEN WHO LIVE APART
•• ** ••••••••••••••••••••••
Med, Dana Ctr. Call 772·7030
from their children. Group now
EDUCATORSITHERAPISTS
working with special needs children. forming. Women who do not live
With their children, whatever the
Announcing the first Arts and
often have leelings
Expressive Therapies Institute circumstances,
of loss, pain, guilt, anger and
workshop series: Inteegrating
€YBS.
Isolation. Join a safe, suppo~ive
FREE FREE FREE Junk car music·music Therapy Techniques environment with other women who
into
classroom
and
Therapeubc
removal, any condition. Call 9AM·
understand. We will be starting
Settings. Workshop tailored to soon in Portland. Call Karolyn
9PM, 7 days a week, 773-6878.
your specific needs. Begins late Rossein, MA, at 766·2809
Marcil. Call Chris Trout, RMT·BC
for complete information. 767- JUST IN! New spring selection 01
books and thoughtful gijt items at
6018
Maybe Someday, 195 Congress St.
TAROT/PSYCHIC READINGS 773·3275. All proceeds go to
by Sue. Skilled in helping people support our innovative program
PORTRAIT
through life/earth changes. 15 for people with MS
years experience. Call after 5PM
PHOTOGRAPHER
for appointment 772·6637
7735221
CASCO BAY MONTESSORI is
INTOWN COUNSELING CENTER
offering an Arts & Cralts time lor
Treatmen[ for Addictions, ACOA Issues, and Co dependency
the yeung child ages 3-7. The class
Individuals, Groups and Couples
,.-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--, time will be 3:30·5:30, M·f. Early
Lucy C. Chudzik
arnvals at 3:00 will be welcomed.
MAINELY The class will be limited to 12
207-761-9096
<:1:l~~CLEANING children and will focus on seasonal
Lice;nsed Substance Abuse Counselor
themes. Also accep~ng applications
COMPANY for afternoon Montessori Sessions.
477 Congress Street • Portland, ME 04101
Call 799·2400 lor more details.
Residential

!

. ..,.

-

Casco Bay W..kly

MIDI &0
SYNTHESIZER
instruction. Get hands on expeience
with state of the art techoology or
learn how to program and use your
own equipment Group MIDI course,
reduced rates, Monday night
classes. Sign up now for March.
Private instruction. beginning to
advanced . Keyboards and
synthesizers :
playing,
programming. Samplers: recording.
looping, computer editing.
Computers and Music: com!)lSition,
sound design. Recording and
production audio: learn engineering.
MIDI: for guitarists, drummers,
keyboardists. Be ready for the
90s, call Steve Maclean at 773·
3759.

LESSONS. GUITAR· LESSONS· BA

-

LEARN
.. GUITAR .. BASS ..

.. DRUMS ..
.. PWlOIKIiYIIOAAD ..
.. aYMTHESIZSR ..

.t Portl.nd'.

NUMBERONR

.. M...... Teachtnll ,..,lIIl¥1

-

~

GUITAR & DRUM
WORKSHOP
633 FOREST AVE.

PORTlANO • 773-3444
REPAIRS 'ACCESSORIES. ENSWBLE

All l<vcIS'III' s~,lcs

~11A1\

II

LESSONS

C~I1SC"Iiptions

rh€o,¥/

soIolnc;

Si<;hl:"..~'bif)<;
sorx;tLll\!~~

772-0208
JEFF WEIOBEPf;EL\

WHOllSTIC MUSIC studio:
Voice, piano. aIld keyboard lessons.
Suzuki piaoo, children and adults.
Adult beginners gleafully
encouraged I 773-8250
PIANO LESSONS with NYtrained pianisVcomposer Eliott
Cherry. AI ages and levels. Looking
forward to the smile on your childs
lacel Adults welcome. Call n2·
2442.
OLDER BEGINNERS, at last!
Painless and fun piano or electronic
keyboard lessons in the privacy of
your own home. Call Sandy 772·
5636 leave message.

roomma es

M/F: MATURE, quiet, non·
smoker, preferably vegetarian, to
share beautilul 2BR apt. near
Woodfords. Large BR with HW
/Ioors, bay window, sun porch'. big
yard. $262 plus utils. Avail. April 1,
call Teuv at 774·9378
M/F ROOMMATE needed to
share 3BR townhouse. Parking,
pool, tennis, 3 miles Irom USM,
$250 per month, 773·3871
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted to
share c(1)f apt. In quiet Westbrool<
neighborhood Must lilea cats. $225
per month includes utils, yard,
parking. Close to bus line. Eves.
856·0066 or 854·1624
BEAUTIFUL large sunny ap~
message.
MALE ROOMMAlE wanted. Maine waterfront views, on Eastern
Med area, off street parking, Prom. non·smokers please, $225
lurnished apa~ment, $60 per plus utils. Call 774-4007
Y~AR'S
week, $60 deposit includes heat, MALE SEEKS MALE roommate.
earn self-hypnosis
•
elect. and WID. Mature Have 2BR apt. completely
for habit change (smoking. etc.).
responsible, employed, chem·free, furnished. everything Included,
oon-smokilg, 22 plus. Availmrned. $300 per month. Call 892·7122
stress relief. and creative personal growth.
Send letter references to PO Box IrlY'me
124. SUite 9715, Po~land, 04104 ROOMMATE M/F to share house
MIf TO SHARE large 3BR duplex. ., Buxton. 10m .,utes to Maile Mal,
712-2442. free brochure
WID, 011 street park!ng.. heat 5 minutes to Gorham, $350
included at $258. Avail. Immed. includes utiIs. Deposit, references,
NIS, 929·6017 after 8PM.
775·7977
MORNING ST. with bay glimpse, l.l. BEAN NORTHPORT
sublet avail. AprIl 1 through Augest employees: House mate wanted lor
31 or parts thereof, with possible residence on Ray S~ 5 minutes
extension thro~gh October. Huge from your jobl Newly redecorated
NEW TWO BR executive house in
home with large yard, WID and lots
MUSIC REHEARSAL room/reo Scarboro. Open floor plan, HW n, apartment With two amiable of character. $275. Call 772house mates. $225 inc. heat, 772·
cording studio, Intown Po~land, custom kitchen, large family room,
2466
ground noor, 24 hour easy access. large secluded yard, garage, near 5665
M/F NONSMOKER, Mercy
INDEPENDANT
responsible
774·3366
beach, reasonable rent. 00 pets. roommate wanted. Spacious apt. on Hospital area, sunny. convenient"
Call 883·8454
Falmouth st. across from USM. parking Included at $280 plus half
$t5O plus utils. Please call us at utils. Avail. April 1, call 773-8313
OLD ORCHARD BEACH male or
775·6347
at the
PROFESSIONAL M/F to share fernale, share 2BR condo with N/s
Portland house with law student. professional. $325 plus u~ls, sec.
Large rooms, WID, oll·street dep. and references. Call 878·
parking, nice lenced in yard, 2994 or 282·1401, ask for Irvin.
A historically remodeled
LONG ISLAND Charming 3BR garage, more. $400 plus utils. ROO MMA TE to share 3BR apt.
building devoted
cottage in qUiet scenic location. Negotiable. 772-3863
with 2 creatIVe people. Specious,
entirely to artists.
Close to beaches and tennis courts,
sunny enVIronment, avail. 3-15.
Now has two incredible
all conveniences. $350 per week NON·SMOKING female wanted $t65 plus utils and deposit. Call
sunny, quiet, convenient N
openings
during May, June, Sept $500 per for
Deering house. large yard, garage 871·1537
week
during
July
and
August
Call
$135. and $100. per
and basement, upstairs IS yours. M/F TO SHARE 2BR apt. Own
839·6240.
month,
$300 plus utils , avail. now. Call bedroom, bath. Living room, dining
Darkroom space, all
room, slorage, off-street parking,
797·5919
utiltties included.
FEMALE roommate non·smoker, lots of space. cable, phone, pets
$325 inc. all. Close to 295 & OK. NIC8 Brackett St area, $250
799-4759
Baxter Blvd. No pets, WID, DIW, includes all. Call Ashley at 761·
secure bldg, parking, chem·free 4696
SPACIOUS BRIGHT ROOM with
fireplace, HIW floors, kitchen, BE THE FIRST occupant. New ooe persons only. I have a cal 773· MIF 20·25 to share sunny 3BR S.
Po~land apt. $175 plus third utils,
waiting area, bath, private bedroom apt. Wall·to·wall, pnvate 4544
en trance. Private VictOrian entrance, grouned level, 011· street ROOMMATE to share 3BR apt., In call 799·8161
buldlng. parking, $575 includes parking, Park SI. Deenng area. Portland, on busline, $197 per NEAT MIF to share sunny owner
Convenient to USM, Maine I.4ed, month plus utils, sec. dep. Avail. OCCUpied 4BR With 3 non·smoking
utilities. 773-5932
outdoor type male profeSSionals,
$430 per month 883-5447
now. 773-3707
WEST END one bedroom, large M/F ROOMMATE, N/S, to share mid to upper twenties. QUiet
hving room, kitchen. bath, new Ige. 3BR apt. In USM area. HW fl, Woodlord area With parking, yard,
carpets, sec. dep. $450 month. lire place, parking, storage, call and WID $200 plus utils, avail. 3-1.
761·1638
Barbara at 773·3364. $325 plus 775·2563
S. PORTLAND beautiful 2BR apt. utils.
PEAKS ISLAND Boat mooring Newly decorated, fully applianced,
site, 70 sq. ft. steep hillside lot. excellent location, no pets. $500
2/3 Intertidal and deep water. plus utils, sec. dep. 799·3073
Unbulldable? Seven gov'l agenCIes
permits needed. ~I for $3333.33
or possible no-cash ownership
ollered. 767·2314 eves.
SUPPORT GROUP lor people
whose spouse or significant other
has extreme time/energy
limitalions (because 01 being a
FREE'PUPPIES! 5-112 weeks old , doctor, med student, etc.) Lets
314 Shepard, 114 Husky, Mostly get together for movies, pot luck
black, call 934·3852 between 10. dinners, or 1 775·2260
t
FREE to good home, handsome
orange tiger cat, neu1ered male, 11
months old, with accessories. 761 ·
9539

NEW

RESOLUTION?

Elliott Cherry, R. Hy.

for rent

STUDIO SPACE

FEMALE ROOMMATE non·
smoker, $325 includes all. Close to
295 & Baxter Bivd. No pets, WID.
DIW, secure building, parking .
Chem·free only. I have cat. 7734544
RESPONSIBLE professional GWM
looking for GWM roommate to
share new 2BR home In Freeport
area. Carpeted, DIW, private
belcony, ample parklng. Discretion
assured. Fully furnished. $300 per
month. 865-4493.
GWM SEEKS SAME to share my
2BR apt. In Portland. $50 per
week includes all utlls and cable.
Call Chris at 874·0008. Leave

83 TOYOTA TERCEL, 4·dr, 5·
spd, looks and drives like new, must
sell quick, $2450 or best. 772·
7800........ .
87 VW SCIROCCO white classic,
loaded, 4 studs, 4 Pjrellis, very
clean, 53k, 5spd DID, $9000, call
729-0461 eves & wknds.
TOYOTA Pickup 1984 Highway
mies, well·maintained. Cap. s~ders,
aluminum wheels. $3500 or best
offer. 772-3258.
1982 SUBARU sedan·red, 4 dr,
PW, PS. PB, AC, some rust,
129,000 miles, $1000 or best
oller. Must sell. 865·3433.
1985 FORO RANGER with cap, 5speed, 4·cycl, $1650 or best
oller. 772·7880.
VOL VO 1965 122 2·dr. nice
condition, 2·litre, dual carb, 4·
spd., sport exhaust $2500 or
best offer. 637-2384.
CHOICE 1984 Celebrity SIW.
Newly rebuilt engine, 98K, $2600.
82 Dodge 400 82K, $1600. Both
cars well·maintained, good shape
inside and out. Make offers, 777·
6904.
1987 JEEP COMMANCHE 4-cycl,
4·wheel dnye sport truck. Power
steering, power brakes, AM·FM.
black, moderate highway miles,
never plowed, good condition. Good
deal at $6000. Call 772·5304.
1986 SUBARU, excellent
condition, AM·FM cassette.
sunroof, 38,000 miles, selling lor
$3600 far below what you'd pay on
a car lot. Compare at $5000.
879·7037 eves.
1985 MAZDA RX·7 GS model,
immaculate finish. AC, PB, PS.
Black with gray velour. A fun car
to drive. Below book at $5975.
878·2312.
1979 CHEVY CAPRICE Landau
roof, 4-<1r, AC, cruise, stereo, new
tires. battery, alt Good condition
With new sticker. $1000 or best
offer. 775-6586.
1988 TOYOTA 4x2 excellent
condition. 14,000 miles, Brahm.
cap, slide WindOWS, rust·proofing,
AM·FM stereo. asking $7200.
Don, 839-4567 eves. please.
1989 FORD PROBE GT Turbo .
Loaded with every option including
CD player, red with red interior.
Must sell, buying house. Call Oom at
m774·5626 or 865·3058.

MILLER WELDER RouQh-MCk 2E,
16HP Tecumsah engine, 50 It
leads. heavy duty carl. $950 or
best, 883·3962 or 883-6496.
USED OFFICE furniture, folding
lables, drafting tables, Fax,
phones, calculator, chairs,
Intercoms, etc. Call 883·3962 or
883·6496.
SKIS Rosslgnal 4M, new in 89,
used twice, 203cm, Saloman 957
bindings, $600 value, sell for
$495. 657·4312
MAC SE 1 meg RAM 20 hd with
standard keyboard. Upgrading to
SE 30 . excellent condition.
Hypercard, system 602, shareware
and frooware, $2250 or best, Rich,
772·4400.
READY TO FLY! Red hawk
ultralight, enclosed cockpit, push
button start, full aerilons and
Ilaps. On wheels, With lIoats,
$6500 or best Catmaran with new
trampoline and rollerreefing rig,
$1400, 799-4305.
ALASKA! Ticket from Boston to
Fairbanks. one way through
CinCinnati, via Delta, $250. 767·
3193, ask for Andy. Good through
May 10.

ARTIST'S STUDIO

for rent

notices

Ijl!IIj!fj1~

1985 5MB 900·S, 4·door, 5
sp8!ld, sunroof, AC, AM·FM Clarion
Cassette, 68K miles, cruise
controll, heated seats, all eiectirc,
fog lights. Excellent condition
$7900. 774·0004.
77 AMC HORNET wagon, good
sticker, runs well, a true classici
$350, call 883-1473.
1984 MERCURY Grand Marquis,
LS, loaded, 46K, new muffler &
shocks, excellent condition $5500
or best offer, 773·2577.
1980 VW SCI ROCCO 4 speed,
1031<,2 new radials, runs wei, some
rust $475. 847·5028 after 6PM.
1985 BUICK RIVERA fully
loaded, axcellent condition, call
879·1869.
1987 4X4 SUBARU GL coupe,
l! blue, 651<, great shape. Asking
$6500 CALL 797·4673.
IF MOTHER TOLD YOU to stop
being shiftless, get into gear with
this standard trans. V·6, 1981
Malibu wagon. New sticker, runs
strong, looks good. $950 shifts
ownership. 657-2454.
1979 FORO FAIRMONT wagon,
4·spd,
4· cycl,
good
transportation. $695 or best
offer. Step-up OH trailer, good
condition, $900 or best oller.
929·6956.
77 VW RABBIT
diesel,
impeccable maintenance record,
near mint condition, cloth interior
4·dr., 4·spd, AM·FM cassette
With equalizer, luggage rack,
optional winter tires & rims,
incredibly clean. Avg 45 mpg,
$1495 firm. 784·2739.
1987 FORD BRONCO exc. condo
power package, cruise control,
running boards With lights, tire
rack, AlC. 36K, $13,OQO. 829·
3297
82 VOLVO WAGON overdrive,
881<, runs good, body grea~ asking
$4800 or best offer. Call late
774·0435.
82 450 CUSTOM HONDA. 8954
miles, $800, also 85 GS700 E
Suzuki, 4330 miles, asking $3600,
both excellent and good running
condition. Call rodney at 773·2781
from 5-6PM.

82 PEUGEOT 604 Turbo diesel,
excellent condition, power windows,
sunroof, and locking system .
$5400 negotiable. 774-1343.
1989 F·150 XU Lariat SuperCab
pickup with air and loaded, 5 spd.
15K miles, bed liner. excellent
shape. $10,000 or best offer.
883· 8496 after 6PM.
1986 SIERRA 1500 GMC pickup,
power sterring, stereo, $3500 or
best oller, 883·3962 days or
883·8496 after 6PM.
88 MAZDA 626, AMIFM cassette
stereo, PS, 5·spd, 11 K. $8250.
797·8966.
1983 CHRYSLER LEBARON red
4-<1r auto, cruise. 30 mpg, no rust,
loo.ks great, runs good , well·
$3300, 725 ·7023
1988 VW GOLF 2DR hatchback maintained, recent sticker. $1800
w/air, excellent condition inside and or best 846·4324.
out, asking $6950. 883·8434 1984 NISSAN 300 z:J. excellent
condition. 49K, 5·spd, t·tops.
arTjllme
1988 VW FOX excellent condition, Loaded, white wltan interi or. Will
moving must sell 4·spd, AM·FM cry when I sell. $7900. Call 774·
cassette, $4800 or best, eves 6489.
1985 VOLVO GL wagon, loaded·
774·3858
DODGE ASPEN good condition, air. auto, leather seats, wine
PS, PB, AC, AM·FM, new sticker, wibeige interior, mint 501<, AM·FM
new tires, must sell, best offer, call casselle, call 781·3072 or 772·
2202. $9900.
Kelly at 773·6409
86 AUDI 4000 CS Qua~o 4 WD. 87 HONDA ACCORD LXI
All power, AMIFM cassette. Great hatchback. excenent shape, AM-FM
cassette, AC, cruise, pwr wind,
Car! $9400. 773·6830.
87 SAAB SPG TURBO , metalliC pwr mltr, snow tires, PB/PS,
grey. 5·spd, 48k, service records, $9100, 773-6373 or 773·11t O.
83 TOYOTA CAMRY LX CC,
$14700. call 775·7979
89 TOYOTA PICKUP V·6, 4wd , AC. all power , AM · FM
5·spd, x·tra cab, asking $11500, cassette/equalizer. excellent shape,
call Steve at 761·8323 days or high miles, $2800 or best offer.
82 Pontiac Phoenix, 6-cycl, CC.
773·2334 eves.
87 VW SCIROCCO, 16 valve, AM·FM 77,000 miles, excellent
moving to NYC, must sell. Call Mary shape. $1000 or best offer. Tim,
days at 767·6tOO or eves. at 879·7038.
1985 TOYOTA Corolla GTS. 5·
442-7857
65 VALIANT station wagon. 87k, speed, air, sunroof, fun car.
classic car with '3 on the column' $4550 or best offer. 772-2919
needs some body work and a caring or 773-8589.
1981 VW RABBIT 4·dr .
home. $1000, call 773·4888
84 SUBARU 4·dr GL, good 99,8000 miles $800. Call 761 condition, 108k, one owner. $2000 9450 after 6:30.
1987 FORD FD358 1-\on truck
or best offer. 774·9738
82 PONTIAC GRAN PRIX With with stake bed. Transferable lije
T-tops, loaded with extras, very time rust proof warranty. 30,,000
reliable and in great condition. miles, $12,500 call 874-8529 M·F
or 787·2t 87 night or weekends.
$2200 or best, 846·5717

87 Gli JEll A all the extras
bright red. sunroof, AC, great
shape, $7500 or best offer.
774·8066.
1980 CALIFORNIA CORVETTE,
white, Hop, telescope and tilt
wheel. Needs interior work, good
en(jne. ~pare around, cteck blue
book Price. $7000, call John at
874·0542
1981 SAAB 900S AUTO 4·dr,
120k, runs very well, perfect
interior. $2500, 784·0561
1984 SUBARU GL hatchback, AMFM, Pirelli tires, runs great, 772·
3192
1987 HONDA CIVIC 4·spd rusl
proo fed, high miles, great car,

ORIENTAL RUG authenllc, new,
beautiful hanwoven Kashmir rug,
pure wool, new ones sell for $1700,
must sell at $850. 6x4, 773·7988
SONY VIDEO camcorder, 8-mm,
many extras, perfect condillon ,
$600 or best offer, call 725-3310
or 725·9494 eves .
EXEC. SECRETARY walnut desk
refinished $225.
1880 Smith
American Victori an Walnut pump
organ with lamps and stool $575 •
5 oak straightback chairs $18.00
each call 878·2312.. Leave

message.
OFFICE SALE two line phones
great design black shell 3 Units.
$75.00 ea. phone. Answenng
machine w/beeper $50.00 .
Typerwriter with memorylDisp
Sharp ZX·405 $450.00 and More.
Call 773-8545.
MACINTOSH SE DUAL 800k
drives 1 meg ram, purchased new
12·89, must sell $1750 or best call
772·0963
DINING ROOM SET, beautiful
modern rosewood, expandable
table, 4 chairs. large china cabinet
with sliding glass , very special
crystal cabinet. High quality se~
great condition. Moving. $1500.
Call 774·6677

PHONE SYSTEM AND COPIER
Delta 514 phones with mulliple
incoming lines, speed dial .,tercom,
many extras, $1 t 00, Sanyo 802
copier and stand, $1000, Originally
$2300, call 772·6595 , leave

message
SMITH CORONA light office
model electric typewriter, works
fine but no eleclronics. $25, Nlkon
binoculars, 10x25, $75, 774·1597
flUTE Gemeinhardt. Excellent
condition, with case, $160. 883·
1560 or 774·2635
CELLULAR PHONE take it
anywhere·home, camp, woods,
wherever. Comes With battery, &
charger, 6-volt cord, 2 antennaes,
only $800. Call 625·8729, noon·
2PM any day.
NINTENDO CARTRIDGES with
instruction booklets for sale, $15
per cartidge, call 885-6722. leave
~.
.
CONTINENTAL airlines ticket,
Portland to Daytona, March 15 to
March 26, $350 or best offer.
772·0327.
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Can you solve the Real Puzzle? Ifso,
there is a $20 gift certificate from Alberta's for the first prize winner. A 515
gift certificate from Green Mountain
Coffee Roasters awaits the second prize
winner. Contestants are ineligible to
win more than one prize in a four-week
span. Only one entry is allowed per
person per week.
All entries for this wcek's Real
Puzzle must be received by Wed. Mar.
14. The solution to this week' s Real
Puzzle will apoear in the Mar. 22 issue
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CONTINENTAl AIRLINES tix
from Po~land to Daytona, leaves
Aoril 2, $100 or best offer. Call
774·8058
NEED TO SELL pair 01 Blizzard
skis, used one Winter, $30. Red
down coat, med, $30, fish
aquarium, 30 gal, $15. Call and
leave mesage, n4·8784
STEREO SYSlEM Harmon Kardon
CD9l tape deck and HK3301
reciever, Boston accoushc A70
speakers, dual CS515 semlauto
turntable, Emerson CD . Best
offer, David, 799·6083
WOMEN'S CLASSIC longer style
business clothes ·suits, skirts,
dresses, blouses coats. Sizes 8-10,
some hardly worn. Some originally
$200, now $3 to $40. 883-3919

LARGE SELECTION OF
USED

SKI EOUIPMENT
CALL

the~(lMd

...,_~_

-

THtS FORM & MAIL OR DELIVER TO:

CASCO BAY WEEKLY
Classified Department .
• 187 Clark Street
Portland, Maine 04102
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Each of these figures is a topographical representationofafamouscomic.
We'd be greatly relieved if you could
identify these characters below.
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Solution to Real Puzzle #8
1) Paper plate
2) Pizza slice (pepperoni)

3) Sunflower
4) Phonograph record
5) Frisbee
6) Straw hat (boater, campaign ha t, etc.)
7) Cymbal (not a fan)
8) Barbell weight (note "lbs.")
9) Hubcap
10) Clock(watch, etc.}
11) Film reel (note sprocket
holes)
12 Pie slice
13 Drum (or banjo head)

Of course all thisisona paper plate.
Weare fair about accepting reasonable
equivalents.
Unreasonable equivalents are: porthole and auto battery clamp for drum
head; ceiling fan for' cymbal; air filter
for film reel; chocolate bar for barbell
weight (ouch!); and torque converter
for dock (from our mechanic).
This week's winner of the Real
PuzzleisMarc LeibsonofCumberland
Center. Second prize this goes to Rick
Chalmers of Portland. Congratulations
to both.
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Creating a non-alcoholic brew as good
as O'Doul's wasn't easy.
It took talent. It took taste. It took
tradition.
But most of all it took AnheuserBusch, with over 138 years of brewing
excellence. The kind of excellence you'll
discover in O'Doul's.
O'Doul's starts as a fine premium
beer. Carefully brewed, fully fermented

and cold aged, using only the finest
ingredients. Then the alcohol is
naturally removed, retaining all
the great taste of a fine premium beer.
Smooth. Delicious. Refreshing.
So the next time you'd like a
non-alcoholic brew, ask for
O'Doul's. You'll enjoy the taste
for years to come.

O'oourS. THE TASTE WILL WIN You O'VER.
O'DouJ's'" malt bt-verage © 1989 Anheuser-Dusch, lnc., St.

louIS,

Mo.

This great brew proudly distributed by National Distributors. South Portland. Maine.

Name three establishments that carry O'Doul's
premium non,alcoholic beer and qualify for O'Doul's
St. Patrick's Day Prize Drawing.
The first correct entry drawn wiU win two lift tickets to
Shawnee Peak. the second will receive two tickets to the
Portland Stage Company, and 17 other lucky people
will receive O'Ooul's T-shirts.

_.--------_ .. _.-----.
i I found O'Doul's at:
1
i 1.
i
i 2.
i
i 3.
i
i MAIL TO:
i
i, Casco
O'Ooul's Drawing
i,
Bay Weekly
1

187 Clark Street
, Portland, Maine 04102

1 entries must be received by March 17

1
'I
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